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Abstract

Since its discovery in the 1950’s, DNP has been a topic of significant interest
in magnetic resonance. DNP is the transfer of polarization between single
electrons and nuclei, driven by micro-wave irradiation. Since its renaissance
at high field in the 90’s, due to the introduction of gyrotrons as high-power,
high-frequency microwave sources most application of this technique have
been samples of biological interest in frozen solution. The long standing
interest of our group in the characterization of surface species such as sup-
ported catalysts on silica lead us to apply this technique to the study of
surfaces. The goal of this thesis is the development of this method, dubbed
DNP Surface Enhanced NMR Spectroscopy. To that end, we first intro-
duce new polarizing agents, soluble in organic solvents. The influence of the
electron relaxation times on the DNP enhancements is demonstrated and
efficient tailored polarizing agents are introduced. The optimization of the
sample preparation to obtain optimal sensitivity is also discussed, as well
as the interaction between the radical and the surface. These developments
made it possible to apply the technique to many functionalized materials,
with some examples developed in this manuscript. Finally, the issue of DNP
on polarization conductors is discussed, and we show how microcrystals can
be efficiently polarized using DNP.

Keywords: Dynamic Nuclear Polarization, solid-state NMR spectroscopy,
EPR, magnetic resonance, spin diffusion.
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Depuis sa découverte dans les années 50, la DNP suscite un intérêt crois-
sant en résonance magnétique. La DNP peut être définie comme le transfert
d’aimantation entre des électrons célibataires et les noyaux de l’échantillon
induit par irradiation micro-onde. Depuis sa renaissance à hauts champs
dans les années 90, grâce à l’introduction des gyrotrons comme source micro-
onde haute fréquence haute puissance, la plupart des développements et ap-
plications de la méthode concernent des échantillons d’intérêt biologique en
solution solide. L’intérêt de notre groupe pour la caractérisation d’espèces
de surface, tels que les catalyseurs supportés sur silice nous a conduit à
appliquer la DNP à des espèces de surface. Le but de cette thèse est le
développement de cette méthode nommée DNP SENS. Pour cela de nou-
veaux agents de polarisations sont tout d’abord introduits, avec une discus-
sion sur l’influence des temps de relaxation électroniques sur l’efficacité DNP.
L’optimisation de la préparation des échantillons pour maximiser la sensibil-
ité RMN est discutée, ainsi que l’interaction entre les radicaux et la surface.
Ces développements ont permis la caractérisation de nombreux matériaux et
quelques exemples sont donnés ici. Enfin, une dernière partie se concentre
sur l’application de la DNP à des conducteurs de polarisation, et montre la
possibilité d’hyperpolarisés des objets de taille micrométrique.

Mots clefs: Polarisation Nucléaire Dynamique, spectroscopie RMN de
l’état solide, RPE, résonance magnétique, diffusion de spin.
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Résumé de la thèse

La Polarisation Nucléaire Dynamique

La Polarisation Nucléaire Dynamique (Dynamic Nuclear Polarization, DNP)
est une méthode d’hyperpolarisation d’échantillon qui repose sur un trans-
fert d’aimantation entre des électrons célibataires et des noyaux. Les élec-
trons étant naturellement 660 plus polarisés que les protons, un transfert
d’aimantation peut théoriquement conduire à une augmentation du signal de
plusieurs ordres de grandeur. Cet effet fut prédit par Albert Overhauser en
1953 et vérifié expérimentalement sur des échantillons de lithium métallique
par Slichter et Carver la même année. Dans ce cas, l’aimantation est trans-
férée des électrons de conduction du métal vers les noyaux et le mécanisme
de transfert repose sur l’effet Overhauser. Dans les années qui suivirent cette
découverte, le même effet fut observé sur d’autres métaux ainsi que pour des
électrons en solution dans l’ammoniac.

Cependant, l’effet Overhauser présente peu d’application pour la polar-
isation de système intrinsèquement dépourvu d’électron célibataire/de con-
duction. En 1958 le Solid Effect fut découvert, puis le Cross-Effect en 1963,
ouvrant la voie à la polarisation des noyaux par des électrons célibataires
exogènes. Au même moment, le développement rapide de la technologie des
supraconducteurs a conduit à l’utilisation de hauts champs en RMN (> 5 T),
conduisant à de grands gains en sensibilité et en résolution. Le manque de
source micro-onde à haute puissance et haute fréquence, capable de saturer
les résonances électroniques à haut champ a rendu la DNP incompatible avec
leur utilisation.

L’introduction dans les années 90 par l’équipe de Robert Griffin au MIT
des gyrotrons comme sources micro-ondes pour la DNP a marqué la renais-
sance de cette technique. Depuis elle a connu de fulgurants développements,
avec notamment de nombreuses applications à des échantillons d’intérêt bi-
ologique. Le but de cette thèse est de montrer le travail réalisé pendant trois
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ans au CRMN Lyon sur l’application de la DNP à l’étude de surfaces de
matériaux.

Développement d’agents de polarisation pour CE
DNP
Le gain (") obtenu lors d’une expérience DNP dépend grandement du type
d’agent polarisant utilisé. Le développement de radicaux pour la DNP est
un domaine de recherche récent mais en pleine expansion. Le CE est un
mécanisme qui nécessite deux spins électroniques dont les fréquences de ré-
sonances sont séparées par de la fréquence de Larmor du noyau à polariser.
Il est dur de trouver deux radicaux isotropes remplissant cette condition. Les
radicaux utilisés pour la CE DNP sont en général basés sur des nitroxides,
dont l’anisotropie est adaptée à la polarisation des protons. Il a été montré
que les agents de polarisation les plus efficaces sont des bi-radicaux dont les
deux nitroxides sont orthogonaux. Un critère qui n’a pas été utilisé jusqu’à
présent dans le design rationnel de radicaux pour la DNP sont les temps
de relaxation électronique. En effet la première étape du mécanisme étant
la saturation d’un des deux électrons, on peut s’attendre à ce que plus les
temps de relaxation électroniques sont courts, moins cette première étape
sera facile. Une série de dérivés du radical bTbK (présentant une conforma-
tion optimale pour la DNP) avec différents temps de relaxations électroniques
ont été développés et synthétisés. Un lien est établi entre " et le facteur de
saturation s. L’impact du nombre du groupement méthyle en ↵ du nitroxide
est aussi souligné, ainsi que leur rôle dans la dépendance en température d’".

Optimisation de la sensibilité lors d’expériences
DNP SENS
L’étude de matériaux fonctionnalisé, souvent sensibles à l’air et l’eau et/où
hydrophobe empêche l’utilisation des radicaux hydrosolubles développés pour
les bioapplications de la DNP. Une première partie de ce chapitre est dédié
à la recherche de solvants organiques compatibles avec les expériences DNP.

L’introduction d’agents paramagnétiques dans l’échantillon impacte ses
propriétés RMN, et en général nuit à la sensibilité des expériences RMN,
l’intensité du signal diminuant avec la concentration en agents de polarisa-
tion. La dépendance de " avec la concentration en radical quant à elle est une
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courbe en cloche avec un maximum habituellement situé vers les 16 mM. Il
n’est donc pas évident que la concentration en radical donnant une sensibilité
maximale corresponde à celle donnant la meilleure sensibilité.

La nature même de l’échantillon affecte sa compatibilité avec les expéri-
ences DNP. En particulier, la présence de nombreux groupements possé-
dants des temps de relaxation longitudinaux courts (comme c’est le cas pour
les échantillons passivés par des groupements -OTMS) réduit grandement
l’efficacité DNP. La deutération de ces groupements permet de restaurer de
hautes valeurs d’". De plus, la nature du groupement passivant change les
interactions des radicaux avec la surface.

L’interaction avec la surface peut aussi être modifiée si les radicaux de-
viennent trop volumineux, comme c’est le cas pour certains développés au
cours de ce travail.

Exemples d’applications de la méthode DNP SENS
La DNP SENS a permis de caractériser de nombreux matériaux au cours de
ces 3 ans et ce chapitre donne quelques exemple d’applications de la méthode.

Par exemple, des Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOF) peuvent être car-
actérisés au niveau moléculaire par DNP SENS. Il est en particulier possible
de caractériser des MOFS partiellement fonctionnalisées par de la proline,
ce qui les rend incompatible avec des méthodes de diffraction par rayons
X. L’optimisation des conditions expérimentales est développée ainsi que
l’influence de la taille des pores sur l’efficacité DNP.

L’intérêt de notre groupe pour les catalyseurs supportés sur silice a poussé
l’application de la DNP SENS à l’étude de ce genre de matériaux. Il est par
exemple possible, en utilisant la RMN 1 et 2 D 1H, 13C, 29Si et 15N (en abon-
dance isotopique naturelle), de suivre les réactions de surface utilisée pour
synthétiser le ligand du catalyseur. La caractérisation moléculaire complète
d’un catalyseur au palladium a notamment aussi été réalisée.

L’étape suivante dans la caractérisation de ces matériaux est la détermi-
nation de la conformation vis à vis de la surface. Pour cela, des expériences
REDOR 15N- 13C ainsi que des expériences LGCP 1H-13C et 1H-29Si. ont été
réalisées, permettant d’extraire des distances inter-atomique, donnant ainsi
accès à la conformation.
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Applications de la DNP à des conducteurs de
polarisation
Dans les exemples des chapitres précédents, le coeur des matériaux était
dépourvu de protons. Cependant, si des protons sont présents dans le coeur
du matériau (comme c’est le cas pour les cristaux organiques par exemple),
l’hyperpolarisation de la surface va diffuser vers le centre du matériaux, per-
mettant ainsi d’hyperpolariser des distances de l’ordre du micro-mètre.

Un modèle numérique pour simuler de tels systèmes a été développé.
En particulier l’influence des différents temps de relaxation et de la taille
des particules est explicité. Ces prédictions sont vérifiées par des expériences
sur des micro cristaux de glucose, paracétamol et sulfathiazole. Les gains
de sensibilité permettent d’acquérir des expériences de corrélation 13C-13C
en abondance naturelle en quelques dizaine d’heure, ce qui est remarquable,
en particulier pour des cristaux ayant des T1 de l’ordre de la centaine de
secondes.

Cette technique peut être utilisée pour sonder la composition de com-
posés pharmaceutiques, en particulier la taille des domaines de l’ingrédient
principal actif, ou encore les interactions entre excipient en API.

La constante de diffusion de spin est importante dans ces modèles, et
détermine entre autre la distance de pénétration de l’hyperpolarisation dans
le cristal et la vitesse de propagation de l’hyperpolarisation. Si il existe des
expériences pour mesurer cette constante, il n’est pas évident de faire le lien
avec la structure cristalline du composé. Un modèle pour déterminer la con-
stante de diffusion de spin a partir de la géométrie d’un cristal et de calculs
LCL a été développé ici, avec des résultats encourageants ne nécessitant que
125 spins dans la simulation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ability to determine three-dimensional molecular structures from single
crystals by diffraction methods has transformed molecular and materials sci-
ence over the past 100 years, leading to the structure-based understanding
of chemistry we have today. However, when the species of interest is at a
surface, the problem of structure elucidation becomes much more challeng-
ing. The rational development of new materials for applications as diverse as
conversion/capture of atmospheric CO2, solar energy, gas storage/separation,
hydrogen production, or advanced sensors requires structure-property rela-
tionships to be established.[1] Today, EXAFS, vibrational (IR and Raman),
and electronic (UV-Visible) spectroscopies, together with surface science
techniques (XPS, Auger, atomic force and electron microscopy) and mass
spectrometry (SIMS) are used to characterize surfaces. However, methods
for complete atomic level characterization have remained elusive unless high-
vacuum techniques and well-defined crystalline phases are considered.

Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) would be the technique
of choice for atomic characterization of surface species if it were not for
its intrinsically low sensitivity (compared to higher energy spectroscopies);
which is further exacerbated for surface characterization by the small fraction
of surface sites. For example, typical high surface area (A=800 m2.g�1) meso-
porous silicas have a concentration of only 0.011 mmol.g�1 (0.002 mmol.mL�1)
of surface functionalities, 1 or 2 orders of magnitude less than in a bulk
molecular organic solid. The problem becomes worse as the surface area of
the material or the density of surface sites is reduced (Figure 1.1).

Despite the challenge of low sensitivity, there is great interest in develop-
ing NMR for the characterization of surfaces. Following the development of
modern cross-polarization magic angle spinning solid-state NMR experiments
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Figure 1.1: Some functional materials and their typical surface areas (taken
from ref [2].

(CP MAS), it was soon realized that solid-state NMR could be a powerful
probe selectively of surface structure. In the early 1980s, Maciel and cowork-
ers demonstrated that cross-polarization (CP) could be used to selectively
observe NMR signals associated with the surface of silica, by transferring
polarization from nuclei residing only at the surface of the material.[3, 4]
CP MAS experiments were used for the acquisition of 13C and 31P spectra
of molecules immobilized on polymer and silica surfaces.[4, 5]These experi-
ments allow for the determination of the distribution of atomic environments,
or to follow chemical transformations, probe dynamics, and propose struc-
tural models.

The characterization of single-site heterogeneous catalysts with solid-state
NMR is a large focus of our research groups.[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] For highly
receptive NMR nuclei (for instance 1H, 19F, and 31P), the chemical structure,
connectivity, and spatial proximity of surface species can be probed with mul-
tidimensional correlation experiments.[11, 12] Pulse sequences which directly
detect signals from dilute nuclei with nuclear spin I = 1/2 (like 13C, 15N, 29Si)
or quadrupolar nuclei (I > 1/2) are well established.[12, 13] However, they
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are difficult to apply to surfaces since days of signal averaging are typically
required for basic 1D spectra, unless the sample is isotopically labelled or fast
MAS rates (⌫rot > 30 kHz) and indirect detection are applied.[14] Indirect
detection provides sensitivity enhancements of up to an order of magnitude;
however, this is still insufficient to enable rapid characterization of many sur-
face species.

Over the years, many methods have been developed to enhance the sensi-
tivity of NMR, whether by transferring polarization from an abundant higher
� nucleus (e.g. CP or insensitive nuclei enhanced by polarization transfer
(INEPT)), or by introducing exogenous polarizing agents (para-hydrogen)
or unpaired electrons for dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP)). Recently,
the latter has attracted much interest, and is the basis of the research pre-
sented in this thesis.

DNP takes advantage of the naturally high polarization of single elec-
trons - 660 times more polarized than protons. Their polarization can be
transferred upon microwave (MW) irradiation to surrounding nuclei via the
electron-nucleus dipolar coupling. Unfortunately, the lack of high-power
high-frequency MW sources prevented DNP from being applied at high mag-
netic field. It was not until the introduction of gyrotrons as MW sources in
the 90’s that DNP became compatible with high-field NMR. Since then,
many efforts have been devoted to the development of this technique, and
particularly to its application to systems of biological interest.

This manuscript presents the work realized at the Centre de résonance
mangnétique à très haut champ (CRMN) between January 2011 and January
2014. The work presented here started just after the first demonstration by
Anne Lesage and coworkers that high-field DNP could be applied to the study
of material surfaces. In order to set the stage a short history of DNP and a
description of the main mechanisms responsible for the polarization transfer
are given in the next chapter. Chapter 3 will focus on the development of
polarizing agents for cross-effect (CE) DNP, and particularly on the impor-
tance of electron relaxation times on the DNP enhancement.

Chapter 4 is about the optimization of the sample preparation in or-
der to maximize the sensitivity, rather than the enhancement. The effect
of high radical concentration in the material will be discussed, as well as
the presence of abundant fast relaxing protons. The interaction between the
radicals and different types of surfaces is also treated.
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Using theses results, Chapter 5 shows some applications of DNP to the
study of materials; and in particular to metal organic frameworks and to
functionalized mesostructured silica.

Finally Chapter 6 deals with polarization conductors, i.e materials con-
taining protons in their core. We will see how micro sized object can be
efficiently polarized using DNP, and a theoretical model is developed to ex-
plain these results. Prediction of spin diffusion coefficients from ab initio
simulations will also be discussed in this chapter.

The work was done over a 3 year period, but the results were not ob-
tained in a "linear" fashion, which explains that some results in a chapter
refer to work which will be explained in another chapter. Some parts are
quite technical and maybe not fascinating to read, but were necessary steps
to more exciting results and are therefore related here. I really hope that
you will enjoy reading this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

2.1 A very brief history of DNP.
DNP is not the kind of scientific breakthrough that found success and ap-
plications immediately after its discovery, for many reasons. To start, its
theoretical prediction by Albert Overhauser in 1953, who predicted that a
polarization transfer could occur between the conduction electron spins and
the nuclei in a metal by irradiating the electron spins at their EPR fre-
quency, left at that time the NMR community quite skeptical.1However, this
phenomenon was shortly after demonstrated by Slichter and Carver on pow-
dered Li samples, with an estimated enhancement of the 7Li signal of ⇠
100 (see Figure 2.1).[15] Later that year, Overhauser finally published his
theoretical work on dynamic nuclear polarization.[17] This technique was
subsequently applied to other powdered metals (Rb, Na) and to protons (us-
ing free electrons in ammonia solution).[18] It was soon realized that this
effect was not limited to polarization transfer between electrons and nuclei
but that a nuclear equivalent to the Overhauser effect existed, as proven by
experiments on HF by Solomon and coworkers.[19] The Nuclear Overhauser
Effect (NOE) is now widely used in solution state NMR to measure distances
between nuclei.

However, Overhauser Effect (OE) DNP requires that the motion of the
electrons (translational and rotational diffusion for solutions, mobile electrons
such as the electrons in the conduction band of a metal for solids) occurs on
a timescale shorter than that of the NMR (which means that ⌧c!0 << 1
with ⌧c the correlation time of the electrons spins and !0 the Larmor fre-
quency); which is the case at low magnetic fields for conduction electrons

1
For a personal and vivid description of the history of DNP by Slichter see ref [16]
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Figure 2.1: Very first demonstration of the Overhauser effect on a powdered
lithium sample in a 50kHz static field. Top Line: 7Li resonance (lost in noise),
Middle line: 7Li resonance enhanced by electron saturation. Bottom line:
proton resonance of a glycerine sample 8 times larger than the Li sample, used
to estimate the enhancement. Taken from reference [15], c� the American
Physical Society.

and solvated electrons, but a priori limits its application to a wider range
of systems. In 1958, the solid effect (SE) was discovered,[20, 21] leading to
DNP experiments at higher field using narrow-line radicals. Later on, the
Cross-Effect (CE) mechanism was discovered with DNP experiments using
radicals presenting inhomogeneously broadened EPR lines.[22, 23, 24, 25]
Unfortunately, these effects suffer from unfavorable field dependance, the en-
hancement diminishing dramatically as the field increases. At the same time,
technological breakthroughs in supraconducting materials made it possible
for NMR to move to higher fields, yielding dramatic improvements in both
resolution and sensitivity. Nowadays, static fields up to 1 GHz (23.4 T static
field) are available, and the race to higher fields is far from being over with
rumors of 1.2 GHz spectrometers being developed over the next few years.
The lack of high-power, high-frequency MW generators able to saturate the
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electron resonances at higher field forced DNP to remain a scientific curiosity
with applications mainly in the production of polarized targets for particle
physics.[26]

The renaissance of DNP at high field we are witnessing today is due to
many factors: the rapid development of magic-angle spinning (MAS) tech-
nologies in the 80’s, and of cryogenic technologies; the development of MW
technology at high-frequency with the development of gyrotrons for DNP as
high-power sources; progress made in the synthesis of stable radicals and the
abnegation of the Griffin group at MIT, who kept pushing this field forward
to the dynamic and rapidly changing area of research it is today. In the fol-
lowing, we will focus on high-field DNP in solids. Nevertheless, (high field)
OE DNP is still an important and active area of research[27, 28, 29, 30] but
is unfortunately out of the scope of this PhD work. In the following, we will
focus on the SE and CE which are used in modern high-field DNP experi-
ments. In order to obtain the highest enhancement (", defined as the ratio
of signal intensities of spectra acquired with and without microwave irradia-
tion) possible and design efficient sources of polarization (so called polarizing
agents), it is necessary to understand the physics behind the DNP processes.
The next section will be a short overview of important mechanisms involved
in high-field solid-state DNP.

2.2 Mechanisms involved in high-field solid-state
DNP.

2.2.1 The Solid Effect.

The SE is dominant for radicals presenting relatively narrow EPR lines com-
pared to the nuclear Larmor frequency, i.e. the electron anisotropy (inho-
mogeneous spectral width) and homogeneous line width are smaller than to
the nuclear Larmor frequency. The polarizing agent is often a radical with
high molecular symmetry (small g anisotropy) like carbon-centered radicals
like BDPA or trityl and their derivatives (see Figure 2.4). This effect can be
modeled by a two-spin (one electron one nucleus) system. In this approach,
the dipolar coupling between the spins can be seen as a perturbation of the
Zeeman Hamiltonian, leading to a mixing of the Zeeman states, therefore
allowing otherwise "forbidden" flip-flop transitions to occur and yielding en-
hanced proton polarization. The approximated Hamiltonian applicable to
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Figure 2.2: (A) Energy level diagram of a one electron spin one nuclear
spin system. At thermal equilibrium (left), populations are governed by
the Boltzmann distribution. Mixing of states in the electron spin subspaces
(right) leads to partially allowed double quantum (DQ) and zero quantum
(ZQ) transitions, yielding positive and negative enhancements respectively.
(B) Plot of the enhancement from SA-BDPA as a function of magnetic field
(1H frequency) showing the positive and negative enhancements.Taken from
reference [31] c� the American Chemical Society.
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the electron-nucleus system is:

H = !0eSz � !0nIz + CSzI+ + C⇤SzI� (2.1)

where I and S are the operators for the nuclear and electronic spin operators
respectively, !0n is the nuclear Larmor frequency, !0e the electron Larmor
frequency, and C the electron-nuclear dipolar term:

C =
�3�S�I
4r3IS

sin✓cos✓e�i�

where rIS, ✓ and � are the polar coordinates of the electron-nuclear vec-
tor. Perturbation theory yields four new mixed eigenstates (see Figure 2.2).
Microwave irradiation can now drive double quanta (irradiation at !0e-!0n)
and zero quantum (irradiation at !0e+!0n) transitions, with an intensity
proportional to q2=|C/2!0n|2. Figure 2.2 (B) shows the field sweep profile
(signal enhancement " as a function of the 1H Larmor frequency) obtained on
a frozen solution of SA-BDPA. As expected, the zero-quantum transition (
!0e-!0n ) yields a negative enhancement while the double-quantum ( !0e-!0n)
yields a positive ". Unfortunately, the mixing coefficient and therefore the
enhancement are proportional to B�2

0 , making this effect less efficient as the
field increases.

These radicals are often used for dissolution DNP where the polariza-
tion step is done at low field and very low temperature (1 to 4 K) before
dissolving the hyper polarized mixture with hot solvent.[32] For a more com-
plete and thorough description of the SE see in references [33, 34, 35, 36].
In the case of high field MAS DNP, another type of radical is often used,
polarizing the nuclei through a different process.

2.2.2 The Cross Effect

Unlike the SE, this effect is based on allowed transitions and involves inter-
action of electron spin packets in an inhomogeneously broadened EPR line.
It can modeled by a two electrons one nucleus system. The CE Hamiltonian
is:

H = HZ +HE�N +HE�E (2.2)
with

HZ = !0e1S1z + !0e2S2z � !0nIz (2.3)
the Zeeman Hamiltonian

HE�N = (A1S1z + A2S2z)Iz + (B1S1z + B2S2z)Ix (2.4)
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Figure 2.3: (A) Energy diagram illustrating the three spin (two electrons
one nucleus) system. At thermal equilibrium (left), under the matching con-
dition, there is degeneracy and equal population of the two shaded levels.
The EPR spectrum of an ideal biradical for CE (B) has two narrow lines
separated by the nuclear Larmor frequency. Saturation of transitions near
the first (second) EPR line gives rise to a positive (negative) DNP enhance-
ment (right). (C) Field profile for bTbk. Taken from reference [31], c� the
American Chemical Society.
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the electron-nuclear coupling Hamiltonian and finally

H = d(3S1zS2z �
�!
S1 ·

�!
S2) + 2J

�!
S1 ·

�!
S2 (2.5)

the electron-electron interaction Hamiltonian describing the dipolar coupling
(first term) and the exchange coupling (second term). The treatment of this
Hamiltonian leads to the eight level energy diagram shown in Figure 2.3. If
the central levels are degenerate, then electron-nucleus polarization transfer
is possible via saturation of one of the electron transition. The degeneracy
will occur if |!0e1-!0e2|=!0n (so called matching condition)

For this effect to be efficient, an ideal system would be two narrow-line
radicals whose Larmor frequencies are separated by the nuclear Larmor fre-
quency, unfortunately not easy to find. Another solution would be to use
a radical with an inhomogeneous line width larger than the nuclear Larmor
frequency. Therefore, at some points of the electron powder pattern, electron
spin packets can be found !0n Hz away, therefore leading to CE. Nitroxide
radicals such as TEMPO (Figure 2.4) present anisotropies on the order of the
proton Larmor frequency, and therefore can be used as efficient polarizing
agents for high-field DNP. As the anisotropy scales with the field, the higher
the field, the lesser the spin packets at the right frequency, and therefore "
will be proportional to B�1

0 . A more thorough description of this effect can
be found in references [33, 37, 38, 39].

Finally, a third effect similar to the CE, called Thermal Mixing (TM)
has been reported to be efficient for polarizing nuclei, and is due to the
coupling of multiple, rather than two, electrons. However, due to its simi-
larity to the CE, it will not be treated here. For more about this effect see
references[33, 40].

The effect through which the sample is polarized depends on the type
of radical used[41, 42] but also on the type of nucleus to polarize,[43, 44] on
the concentration of the polarizing agent[24, 45] or on the temperature of
the sample.[45, 46] The next section of this chapter will focus on polarizing
agents designed to polarize protons at temperatures around 100K through the
CE. Note that the effects described here concern only continuous-wave (CW)
DNP. Other effects have been shown to be efficient polarization mechanism
using pulsed DNP.[33]
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2.3 Polarizing agents for high-field CE DNP

In this section, we will focus on nitroxide based radicals. Their use as po-
larizing agents is motivated by several reasons. First they are stable and
inert towards many materials. Second the size of their g anisotropy makes
them ideal candidates to polarize protons. Polarizing protons offers many
advantages: protons are one of the most common nuclei, they have relatively
short longitudinal relaxation times in the presence of paramagnets compared
to lower gamma nuclei, and, in the solid state, proton polarization is homog-
enized throughout the sample by proton spin diffusion, leading to efficient
hyperpolarization of the whole proton spin bath.

The first examples of CE DNP were observed using TEMPO (Figure
2.4).[47] In this molecule, the g tensor is strongly anisotropic (gxx = 2.0090,
gyy = 2.0061, gzz = 2.0021).[48] The difference between gx and gy or between
gy and gz gives a good CE matching condition. Polarization can therefore
be transferred to nuclei if two TEMPO molecules are close enough, with
the right orientation (gxx and gzz or gyy and gzz orthogonal), which, in the
end, only concerns a small portion of the sample. In order to improve the
CE efficiency, Griffin and coworkers introduced in 2004 biradicals where two
TEMPO moieties are tethered together by an organic linker with the intro-
duction of the BTnE series (see Figure 2.4).[49] This pioneer work proved
the importance of increased electron-electron dipole coupling for CE DNP,
BT2E being 500% more efficient than TEMPO in the same conditions ("H
of 250 vs 50 at 90K, !H=212 MHz and 3.5 kHz spinning frequency).

Another step forward in radical design was taken in 2006 with the intro-
duction of the TOTAPOL biradical[50] (Figure 2.4), a water soluble birad-
icals yielding high enhancements at low radical concentration. This radical
remains nowadays the gold standard for the study of water soluble samples.

For nitroxide biradicals the CE matching condition is, as said before,
obtained for a given orientation through the g tensor anisotropy and can
be fulfilled for the largest number of orientations when the two g tensors
are nearly orthogonal. For flexible radicals, such as TOTAPOL,[51] only a
minority of conformation is expected to yield high DNP enhancements. In
2009, Tordo, Griffin and coworkers introduced the bTbK radical[52] (Figure
2.4), a biradical where the two TEMPO moieties are held orthogonal by a
rigid bisketal tether. This radical yields 125% bigger enhancements than
TOTAPOL in the same conditions, but unfortunately its solubility in water
is quite limited, making it incompatible with most proteins studies.
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Figure 2.4: Chemical structures of mono and bi radicals used as polarizing
agents for DNP experiments.

The field of radical design is rapidly evolving and tremendous progress has
been made in the last few years the introduction of rigid radicals soluble in
water,[53, 54] in particular AMUPOL,[55] yielding impressive enhancements
of 235 at 9.4 T and 100K in d8-glycerol:D2O:H2O (60:30:10) (as compared
to ⇠ 70 for TOTAPOL in the same conditions). Although chapter 3 of this
thesis focuses on the design of TEMPO based biradicals as polarizing agents
for CE DNP, it is noteworthy that promessing alternative have also been
introduced over the past few years as polarizing agents such as the use of
defects in diamond,[56] triradicals[57] or paramagnetic metal ions.[58, 59] To
induce DNP, these radicals have to be irradiated with MW, an issue more
complicated than it sounds.

2.4 MAS DNP Hardware

Two different conditions are required to perform a high field DNP experiment:
first, the experiment has to be carried out at low temperature (⇠ 100K): at
higher temperature, the relaxation times of the electron spins are too short
to saturate the electron resonances. Low-temperature MAS probes were not
commercially available until in the late 90’s, because of the complexity of
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a Bruker 400 MHz DNP spectrometer

their technology. State-of-the-art low-temperature probes use three indepen-
dent channel (bearing, drive and variable temperature VT) of N2 cooled gas
to spin the sample and to cool down the probe.[60] Temperatures as low as
80K can be reached, and probes using helium as a cooling gas are currently
being developed,[61] potentially yielding to higher ".

Second, the use of high field use for NMR experiments imposes the use of
high-frequency microwaves to match the Larmor frequency of the electrons.
The microwave source also has to produce high-power microwaves in order to
saturate the electron spin transition. Delivering high-frequency microwaves
with reasonable power in the sample causes also several problems. In an usual
EPR probe, the B1 field is created using a microwave cavity resonator.[33]
The large quality factor of such probes (Q ⇠103) makes it possible to create a
strong B1 field in the sample, using low-power microwaves (milliwatts). How-
ever, due to the presence of the coil and the MAS apparatus, NMR probes
are usually poor resonant cavity for microwaves, with Q close to unity. Using
an external high-power microwave source rather than a resonant cavity is a
way to circumvent this problem. However, the aim being to carry DNP ex-
periments at high-fields, the external source has to produce high-power and
high-frequency microwaves. Until the development of gyrotrons for DNP in
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the 90’s,[62, 47] most microwave sources failed to fill (at least) one of the cri-
teria. Gyrotrons are able to produce high-power high-frequency microwaves
by injecting free electron beams in high vacuum into a metal cavity aligned
in a strong magnetic field (⇠ 10 T). The electrons then gyrate around the
field lines at their cyclotron frequency. The field is designed to compress the
electrons as they move through the vacuum tube to a resonant cavity, thus
converting some of their transverse kinetic energy into microwaves. The use
gyrotrons still introduces a few technical drawbacks : due to the presence of
a strong magnet in the gyrotron oscillator, the latter has to be quite far from
the NMR magnet to avoid any distorting of the B0 field.

Transmitting the microwaves over a long distance (several meters) to
the sample has to be done with minimal loss of power, and the design of
waveguides compatible with the optical mode of the microwaves is far from
being trivial. This challenge was addressed by Woskov et al. with the in-
troduction of corrugated waveguides,[63] now currently used, yielding with a
minimal 0.8 dB power loss from the gyrotron to the sample. A last issue is
the design of the rotor. Indeed, it has to absorb very little radio-frequencies
and microwaves. Furthermore, it has to be deprived of the nucleus studied.
Currently, 3.2 mm sapphire rotors are being used. Finally, the LT MAS
technology is still limited to moderately high sample spinning frequencies
(typically, ⌫r up to 16 kHz are currently used).

Nowadays gyrotrons delivering tens of watts of Continuous Wave (CW)
power at 140, 250 and 460 GHz have been built for integration into DNP
spectrometers;[62, 64, 65] and 400, 600 and 800 MHz-DNP spectrometers
equipped with gyrotrons are now commercially available,[60] which allow the
routine application of DNP to many systems. In the following, we will focus
on the application of DNP to material science.

2.5 DNP and material science
Since its discovery, DNP was used on materials such as coal, silicon, and
diamond thin films until the 90’s. In these examples, defects in the lattice
served as polarizing agents, making this approach incompatible with high-
field DNP. Since its development at high field and until recently, the main
focus of DNP has been the study of biomolecular systems, with applications
diverse systems such as the investigation of fibrils,[66, 67, 68, 44, 69] mem-
brane proteins,[70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75] DNA,[76] cellular preparations,[77, 78]
or peptidic nanocrystals[79] to quote only but a few examples. In such ex-
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periments, the biomolecule is usually dissolved or suspended in a radical
containing water-glycerol solution. This solution is then transferred to a ro-
tor and cooled to around 100 K. Glycerol is used as a cryo-protectant to
prevent aggregation of the radical and/or crystallization upon freezing. In
2010, the longstanding interest of Anne Lesage, Lyndon Emsley, Christophe
Copéret and coworkers for the study of surface organometallic catalysts by
NMR led them to apply DNP to probe the surface first of mesoporous sil-
ica, but later on to other materials, using an approach dubbed DNP Surface
Enhanced NMR Spectroscopy (DNP SENS).

2.5.1 DNP SENS: the first experiment

One of the main challenges in applying DNP to materials is the sample for-
mulation. The materials are, for the most part, intrinsically radical-free and
the exogenous polarizing agent needs to be brought close enough to the sur-
face in order to polarize it. The equivalent to the approach used to study
biomolecules would be to suspend the materials in the solvent, which may
dilute the sample to the extent that any enhancement would not be enough
to compensated the decrease in signal due to dilution. In 2010, Lesage et
al. came up with the idea of using the incipient wetness impregnation tech-
nique, to impregnate porous or particulate materials with just enough radical
containing solution to fill the porous volume or uniformly wet the surface of
particulate materials.[80] For mesoporous SBA type silica materials, typi-
cally only 10 µL of radical solution is required to impregnate (and fill the
porous volume) of around 12 mg of material. The volume of the sample
does not increase significantly during the process, and a slightly tacky pow-
der is obtained, which can then easily be transferred and packed into the
rotor. The sample is then inserted in the spectrometer and frozen at around
100K. Upon CW MW irradiation, protons around the radicals are polarized
and the hyperpolarization is spread throughout the impregnating solvent via
spin diffusion or spin-diffusion like processes. Heteronuclei at the surface
can be in turn polarized using CP from the hyperpolarized protons. Initial
DNP SENS experiments focused on a phenol functionalized mesoporous silica
(Mat-PhOH, Figure 2.6) having ca. 0.5 µmol phenol moieties/mg; using
TOTAPOL in 90:10 D2O:H2O mixture as polarization source. Note that no
cryo-protectant is required in such experiments, the narrow pores or space be-
tween particles preventing crystallization of the solvent. DNP SENS yielded
proton enhancements ("H) around 25 and which was then transferred to the
surface carbon nuclei by CP. This enabled the acquisition of natural abun-
dance 13C CP MAS spectra of Mat-PhOH in only 0.5 h, whereas with
conventional NMR, acquisition such spectra at natural isotopic abundance
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Figure 2.6: (A) Schematic structures of the hybrid mesoporous silica material
(Mat-PhOH) and a chemical structure of the surface (right) (B) 13C and CP
MAS spectra of Mat-PhOH impregnated with a TOTAPOL in D2O/H2O
90:10 solution acquired with (upper spectra) and without (lower spectra)
MW irradiation. Adapted from ref [80].

typically requires more than a half day. This allowed for the observation
of all the aromatic resonances of the phenol groups as well as byproducts
and remaining templating surfactant. The signal enhancement from DNP
SENS also enabled the rapid acquisition (4 h) of 2D dipolar heteronuclear
correlation (HETCOR) spectra.

2.5.2 Probing the surface

Quickly after this first demonstration of DNP SENS on Mat-PhOH, the
technique was applied to probe the binding modes and interactions of the
organic moieties to/with the silica surface, by acquisition of DNP enhanced
29Si spectra.[81] The question of conformation of the organic moieties to the
surface is highly important since it will impact the activity of the material,
and its knowledge is therefore an essential step towards the design of smart
functional substrates. A surface silicon atom bearing an organic moiety is
called a T site. T sites can be differentiated according to the number n of
Si-O-Si bonds it has, leading to the so-called T1, T2, or T3 substructures
(Figure 2.7 (B) ). Silicon sites only connected to O atoms are called Q sites,
with the same differentiation on the number of Si-O-Si bonds. Different T
sites have different steric hindering, leading to different geometries of the
active site (Figure 2.7 (B) ). 29Si NMR is a useful tool to probe the distribu-
tion of sites on the surface since different Tn sites have significantly different
chemical shifts but suffers from low sensitivity both form the NMR side (4%
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Figure 2.7: 29 Si DNP spectra of Mat-PhOH obtained by (A) incorporating
the organic phenol moiety directly by a sol-gel process, and (B) postgrafting
the phenolic units onto a SBA-15 matrix. The signals around 20 ppm cor-
respond to surface SiMe3 groups. (C) Structures of the T2, T3, Q3 and Q4

species present on the surfaces. Adapted from refs [81, 2]

abundant, � lower than that of 13C) and the fact that the surface only rep-
resents a small fraction of the sample.

In 2011, Lelli et al. showed that DNP SENS could be used to probe the
distribution of T sites in mesoporous materials, showing in particular that
two different synthetic approaches to Mat-PhOH (sol-gel VS post-grafting)
lead to different distribution of T sites; the later having more T2 sites which
is detrimental for the activity of the material (Figure 2.7 (A)).

The significant gain in experimental time provided by DNP SENS made
it possible for Copéret, Lesage, Emsley and coworkers to probe the con-
formation of the organic moieties in materials similar to Mat-PhOH with
the surface using 1H-29Si dipolar HETCOR correlation spectra, determining
the orientation of the organic linker towards the surface by probing protons
proximities to the surface, which could ultimately be linked to the catalyst’s
activity.[82]

During the past 3 years DNP on materials is a field that developed rapidly,
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with various applications by several groups on systems such as other silica
nanoparticules, [83] mesoporous silica,[84] polymers,[85, 86] self-assembled
materials, [87] or metal-organic frameworks (MOF).[88, 84] DNP was also
applied to probe quadrupolar nuclei on the surface of materials such as 17O
on MgO oxides,[89] or 27Al NMR on alumina.[90, 91] In order to gain detailed
insight on the structure of materials, challenging NMR experiments are re-
quired, and therefore higher " are necessary. The next chapter is devoted to
the work done on the development of efficient polarizing agent for CE DNP
SENS.
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Chapter 3

Design of Polarizing Agents for

Cross Effect DNP

The enhancements of ⇠ 25 obtained during the first DNP SENS experiments
allowed for the acquisition of simple 1D spectra and 2D 1H-X dipolar correla-
tion spectra, but remain insufficient for more challenging NMR experiments.
As stated in the previous chapter, tremendous progress have been made in
radical design, moving from molecular TEMPO to tailored biradicals such
as bTbK, for which the orientation of the two nitroxide moieties is optimal,
but even so the enhancements are still far from the theoretical limit (660 for
protons).

Beyond the geometry, the electronic relaxation properties of radical species
are another key factor affecting the DNP process. In the case of the CE, the
initial polarization transfer depends on the saturation of an EPR transition,
which is facilitated by longer electron spin relaxation times (T1e, Tm). For
instance, it was shown in 2011 by Casabianca et al. that the efficiency of para-
magnetic defects to polarize the bulk in nanoparticulate diamonds increased
with increasing T1e.[56] However, this factor has not been so far considered
directly in the design of biradicals for DNP. The first part of this chapter will
be a light theoretical background on electron spin relaxation (particularly for
the case of frozen organic solvents around 100K); and the rest will be ded-
icated to the experimental results obtained on a series of bTbK derivatives
designed to have different relaxation properties.
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3.1 Electron Relaxation in Radicals

3.1.1 Longitudinal Relaxation Time

Five main longitudinal relaxation mechanisms have been identified for im-
mobilized isolated radicals (such as a frozen solution of radical in the mM
range of concentrations):[92, 93, 94, 95]

The direct process

This process involves a direct energy transfer from the spin systems to the
lattice phonon bath, i.e. the electron spin transition occurs when a phonon
energy matches exactly that of the spin transition. It is dominant when the
temperature of the sample is much less than its Debye temperature (from
20 to 110K for glassy organic matrices), and is not relevant in the range of
temperature at which DNP experiments are currently carried out (100K). Its
contribution to the relaxation rate is:

Rdir / T (3.1)

with T the temperature of the sample.1

The local process

This process is due to localized lattice modes and is dominant for molecular
solids or covalent lattices (spin labels grafted to a polymer for instance), or
at higher temperature (⇠ 180 K). It can therefore be neglected in our case.
Its contribution to the relaxation rate is:

Rloc /
e�loc

/T

(e�loc

/T � 1)2
(3.2)

with �loc the energy of the local mode in K.

The Orbach process

The Orbach process involves a low energy excited spin state (frequent for
transition metal ions) and is not considered here. Its contribution to the
relaxation is:

Rorb /
�3

orb

e�orb

/T � 1
(3.3)

with �orb the difference in energy between the excited and the ground state
in K.

1
For a derivation of the direct and Raman process, as well as explanations about the

Debye temperature see appendix I.
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Solvent T a
1e R1eb Rramc Rc

th

(ms) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

H2O:glycerol 226 4.41 103 4.41 103 4.79 10�1

Sucrose octaacetate 81 1.24 104 1.24 104 5.03 10�2

a: Electron longitudinal relaxation time calculated as T1e = 1/R1e

b: Electron longitudinal relaxation rate calculated as the sum of the Raman and
thermal contributions
c: See above for the definition of these terms.

Table 3.1: Electron longitudinal relaxation time and rate for TEMPONE in
water:glycerol and sucrose octaacetate at 9.7 T. Results run at 19.4 T yielded
the same relaxation rates. The constant used for the simulation were taken
from ref [93]

The Raman process

The Raman process is a two-phonon process in which the energy transferred
to the lattice is the difference between the energies absorbed and emitted for
a virtual excited phonon state. Its contribution to the relaxation rate is:

Rram / (
T

✓D
)9J8(

✓D
T

) (3.4)

where ✓D is the Debye temperature of the medium and J8 is the transport
integral given by:

J8(t) =

Z t

0

x8 ex

(ex � 1)2
dx (3.5)

The thermal process

In this case, the relevant mechanism is a random local motion (libration for
instance). The contribution of this mechanism to the relaxation rate is:

Rtherm / ⌧c
1 + (!0⌧c)2

(3.6)

where !0 is the electron Larmor frequency ⌧c is the decay time of the au-
tocorrelation function and can be estimated as a function of temperature
by:

⌧c = ⌧ 0eEa

/kT (3.7)
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Figure 3.1: Dependance of T1e,Ram on (A) the temperature of a sample with
✓D=120 K and (B)on the Debye temperature of the sample at T=100 K for
TEMPONE. The constant used for the simulation are taken from ref [93].

The relaxation rate of nitroxides at 100K in organic glassy matrices can there-
fore be approximated by the sum the Raman and thermal process relaxation
rates. Simulations run on TEMPONE (a derivative of TEMPO) at 100K
in different solvents (using values published by Eaton and coworkers)[93]
showed that both in water/glycerol and in sucrose octaacetate, the contribu-
tion of the Raman process to the relaxation rate appears to be 4 to 6 order
of magnitudes larger than that of the thermal process, which can therefore
be neglected (see Table 3.1).

Figure 3.1 shows the calculated dependance of electron longitudinal re-
laxation time induced by a Raman process T1e,Ram for TEMPONE on (A)
the temperature of a sample with ✓D=120 K (B) the Debye temperature of
the sample at T=100 K. As expected, T1e,Ram diminishes with the tempera-
ture. More interestingly, T1e,Ram increases with ✓D. The Debye temperature
is a parameter that quantifies the rigidity of the system: the higher ✓D the
more rigid the system. Based on these results, it has been shown that the
efficiency of this two phonon process decreases with the increasing molecular
weight/rigid volume of the radicals.[94] This is an experimental parameter
that can be taken into account in the design of biradicals, leading to new
principles for radical design.
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Figure 3.2: (A) Molecular structure of compound 1 and MSSTL. Temper-
ature dependance of 1/Tm for 1 (squares) and MSSTL (circles) in (B) 1:1
water:glycerol and (C) 1:1 PVA/borate. Adapted from ref [96].

3.1.2 Transverse Relaxation times

The electron phase memory time, Tm, is the time constant that governs the
decay in a spin-echo experiment. The processes responsible for the dephasing
of the electron spins is different from those involved in longitudinal relax-
ation. The main processes impacting the dephasing rate (1/Tm) are molecu-
lar motions (that averages inequivalent electron-nuclei couplings), electron-
electron spin-spin interactions and, at low temperature, spin diffusion.[94]
The development of radicals with long Tm is of longstanding interest for the
scientific community as they find applications in distance measurements in
the nanometer range in biomacromolecules (using site-directed spin label-
ing (SDSL) in combination with pulsed EPR). In the range of temperature
used in CE DNP (between 70 and 250K), rotation of a nitroxyl ring methyl
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groups have been reported to be very efficient at enhancing the electron spin
echo dephasing. In 2009, Kathirvelu et al. introduced two spirocyclohexyl
derivatives of TEMPO, where the gemdimethyl groups in ↵ position of the
nitroxide center had been replaced by a spirocyclohexyl group (see Figure
3.2).[97] These radicals have been designed to retain longer Tm and therefore
allow to perform double electron-electron resonance (DEER) experiments at
higher temperatures. Subsequently, a amino acid spin label version of these
radicals was developed in order to be grafted to biomacromolecules.[96] Fig-
ure 3.2 shows the temperature dependence of 1/Tm for 1 and MTSSL in (B)
1:1 water glycerol and (C) 1:1 PVA/borate. In both solvents, methyl-rotation
enhanced relaxation can be seen for MTSSL. Relaxation rates at higher tem-
peratures are governed by increasing molecular motion due to the softening
of the glass (different for both solvents). The advantage of synthesizing bi-
radicals equivalent of these spirocyclohexyl radicals would be double: the
lack of methyl groups would increase Tm and the increased bulkiness would
at the same time make T1e longer.

With this in mind we designed, in collaboration with the group of Paul
Tordo in Marseille, a series of bTbK derivatives expected to differ from one
another only by their relaxation times.

3.2 Large Molecular Weight Nitroxide Biradi-
cals for Efficient CE DNP.

As stated before, CE DNP requires saturation of one of the electron transition
in order to enhance nuclear polarization. The efficiency of the CW saturation
of the electron spins depends on the saturation factor s (s = T1e

⇤ Tm). The
higher s, the more efficient the saturation will be. We expect therefore that,
if all the other parameters (g and A tensors, structure of the radicals, e� e
dipolar couplings) are constant, then the DNP efficiency of the radicals will
increase with their saturation factors. In order to benefit from the optimal
configuration of bTbK (where the orientation of the two g tensors is thought
to be optimal for polarizing proton through CE DNP); and to access a range
of radicals with the same EPR tensor parameters and relative orientations,
but with different electron spin relaxation properties, derivatives of this bi-
radical have been synthesized. A synthetically feasible way to obtain such
radicals is to modify the derivatives at ↵ position (C↵) to the nitroxyl groups
(N-O) while maintaining the rest of the skeleton (see ref [98] for details of
the synthesis).
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Figure 3.3: 1H-13C CP MAS spectra of 16 mM solution of TEKPol in TCE
obtained during the reproducibility tests. The enhancement is displayed on
top.

3.2.1 Sample preparation and glass formation.

NMR

DNP experiments were conducted on a commercial Bruker Avance III 400
MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a 263 GHz gyrotron microwave source,
using a 3.2 mm triple resonance MAS probe at sample temperatures around
100 K (unless noted otherwise). The microwave power was set to maximize
the DNP enhancement (⇠4 W power at the sample). The magnet sweep coil
was used to set the magnetic field to coincide with the maximum enhance-
ment for TEKPol (which was found to be the same as for TOTAPOL).[98]
Proton DNP enhancements were measured on spectra acquired after a short
(1 rotor cycle) spin echo to remove probe background, and the enhance-
ments of heteronuclei were measured after cross-polarization (CP) from pro-
tons. The samples were either bulk solutions or mesoporous silica materials
impregnated with biradical solution. All solutions where made using 1,1,2,2-
tetrachloroethane (TCE) as a solvent. The choice of this solvent is explained
in details in the next chapter. Samples were topped with a Teflon insert to
minimize solvent leakage from the sapphire rotors. A spatula tip of KBr was
added at the bottom of the rotor to enable measurement of 79Br chemical
shifts for temperature calibration.
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EPR

EPR experiments were conducted at W Band (94 GHz) on a Bruker Elexsys
E680 EPR spectrometer at a temperature of 100 K in TCE, unless noted
otherwise. Fitting of the experimental curves is discussed in the next sec-
tion. To match the DNP conditions, samples were recorded at a high radical
concentration (16 mM). For comparison, bTbK, bCTbK, and TEKPol were
measured at low concentration (0.2, 0.1, and 0.1 mM, respectively). The
results are discussed below.

Glass Formation

Experimentally, we observed variations (up to 80%) of the DNP enhancement
in TCE solutions for some radicals upon freezing of the sample in the magnet.
Several freezing and thawing cycles were performed by inserting and ejecting
the sample from the probe. We report here the highest ". "Flash" freezing
the rotor in liquid nitrogen did not yield consistently better ". The quality
of the glass formed by freezing the sample is well-known to be an important
factor for both DNP and EPR. Poor glasses or crystalline domains formed in
the sample will lead to shortening of the relaxation times by creating zones
of high local radical concentration, therefore attenuating the DNP process.
This is why cryoprotectants, such as glycerol, are used in DNP experiments
in water,[99] which crystallizes when frozen, or why alternative sample prepa-
ration schemes are being developed.[80, 100] For samples yielding poor DNP
enhancements, the 13C NMR spectra display two shoulders due to residual
coupling to chlorine. They might indicate formation of crystalline domains in
the sample (see Figure 3.3). In contrast reproducible enhancements were ob-
tained when impregnating mesoporous materials. Since then, we have found
that adding a small amount (e.g. 5 %) of deuterated methanol to TCE yields
more robust and reproducible glass formation.
EPR samples in small (0.5 mm) capillaries were frozen in liquid nitrogen
prior measurement. Results were reproducible, and the samples were visu-
ally transparent and homogeneous, indicating glass formation.

3.2.2 Molecular Geometry and EPR Characterization

of the Biradicals.

Figure 3.4 shows the radicals used in this study. 4 (bCTbK) was the first
radical to be synthesized and tested in 2012.[101] This radical performed bet-
ter than bTbK in the same conditions, which could be correlated to slower
electron relaxation. A more thorough study was then realized in 2013 on
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Figure 3.4: Structure, name, and molecular weight of the radicals investi-
gated in this study.

compounds 1-7.[98] Comparison of single crystal XRD (where available) or
DFT calculations for 1, 4, 6, and 7 (see Table 3.2) shows that as expected, the
average distance between the two unpaired electrons (and thus the e�e dipo-
lar coupling) as well as the orientation of the two C↵N(O�)C↵ average planes
are very similar throughout the series. In addition EPR spectra recorded at
low temperature indicate that their g tensors are almost identical.[98] Figure
3.5 A,B shows the inversion recovery (Tir) and phase memory (Tm) times
measured for the radicals as a function of molecular weight. The experi-
ment was performed near the 14N mI = -1 hyperfine component along gzz
of the EPR spectrum, corresponding to the optimum DNP irradiation fre-
quency (as the relaxation times vary along the EPR powder pattern). The
biradical concentration in the solution for EPR was determined by CW EPR
spin counting experiments and was found to vary between 11.0 and 14.7
mM. At these relatively high concentrations, the measured inversion recov-
ery and phase memory times do not correspond to the electron longitudinal
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Coumpound Ro�o(Å)a RN�N(Å)a <R>d Df (MHz) qe (�)

bTbK,(1) 13.030b 10.777 1.599 32.62 79.57
13.342 c 11.034 1.724 30.36 80.36

bCTbK,(4) - - - - -
13.249 10.990 1.695 30.77 77.56

bPyTbK,(6) 13.148 10.890 1.639 31.82 89.69
12.789 10.672 1.538 33.91 73.39

TEKPOL,(7) 13.457 11.092 1.754 29.73 64.72
13.192 10.953 1.667 31.29 77.34

a: Distance between the oxygen or the nitrogen atoms of the nitroxide moieties
b: From X-ray data
c:Calculated DFT [B3LYP 6-31 G (d,p)] value.
d:1/<R>=(1/Ro�o+1/RN�N )/2
e:Angle between the average C↵N(O•)C↵ planes
f :Calculated from the dipole point approximation D = 52 160/<R>

Table 3.2: Structural characteristics and e-e dipole coupling for: bTbK (1),
bCTbK (4), bPyTbK (6) and TEKPol (7)

and transverse relaxation times as intermolecular relaxation, such as spin
exchange or dipolar coupling plays a role in the process. We note however
that these data are recorded under experimental conditions that are close
to those used during the DNP experiments, and are thus the most relevant
to our results. The most significant difference in conditions is the EPR fre-
quency, which here is 94 GHz. However, the electron relaxation times of
nitroxides in glassy organic solvents around 100 K are not expected to vary
significantly between 94 and 263 GHz. Thus the values reported here will not
be exactly the same as those at the DNP frequencies (spectral diffusion will
increase at higher fields), but they are expected to follow the same trends.
The inversion recovery curves were fitted using a stretched exponential func-
tion to take into account a distribution of inversion recovery time constants
due to the orientation dependence of vibrations, molecular motion, spin-orbit
coupling.[102] The mean relaxation times are given here. Tm was fitted using
a monoexponential function.
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Figure 3.5: (A) Electron inversion recovery times (Tir), (B) electron phase
memory time (Tm) as a function of molecular weight for the different radi-
cals, and (C) electron phase memory time (Tm) as a function of the number
of methyl groups groups at the C↵ carbons. (D) Saturation factor s as a
function of molecular weight for the different radicals. (All measurements
were done with 16 mM solutions in TCE at 100 K. The EPR experiments
are done at W band (94 GHz). Taken from ref [98].

The electron inversion recovery times (Figure 3.5 (A)) measured for bi-
radicals 1-7 show a roughly linear dependence on the molecular weight of
the biradicals, as discussed in detail below, coherent with relaxation driven
by a Raman process. Since molecular weight is not the only factor in deter-
mining relaxation times, some differences are observed in relaxation rates for
radicals with similar molecular weight in Figure 3.5, as is demonstrated by
4 bCTbK, 5 (ACT)2bK, and 6 bPyTbK. Sato et al. described electron spin
relaxation for nitroxide radicals in glassy solvents at temperatures between
100 and 300 K using models that involved the corrected temperature T’ =
TV��, where T is the temperature, V the molecular volume of the radical,
and � a parameter that characterizes the medium and is dependent on lo-
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Figure 3.6: 13C enhancement after CP from protons for 16 mM bulk solutions
in TCE as a function of the mean saturation factor.Taken from ref [98].

cal molecular motion[94]. Their model predicts that bulkier radicals lead to
slower relaxation and also that local motion affects relaxation. Furthermore
for a biradical with interspin distance about 9 Å these authors showed[102]
that nitroxide-nitroxide interactions have little impact on electron spin re-
laxation. Biradicals 4-6 have roughly the same molecular mass, but 5 has
four methyl groups at the C↵ carbons and two additional N-acetyl methyl
groups. This is in line with the observation in Figure 3.5 that 4 has a shorter
relaxation time than 6 which is in turn shorter than that for bCTbK.

Figure 3.5 (B),(C) show, respectively, the impact of the molecular weight
and of the number of methyl groups at C↵ carbons on Tm . As expected,
heavier radicals or radicals without methyl groups exhibit longer Tm. As ex-
pected the mean saturation factor s (s = Tir

⇤Tm), which reflects the ability
to saturate the EPR transitions, increases with molecular weight as shown
in Figure 3.5 (D).

3.2.3 DNP enhancements

Figure 3.6 shows the measured proton DNP enhancement of the solvent (mea-
sured on the 13C resonance of the solvent in a standard CP MAS experiment)
obtained as a function of the mean saturation factor. As predicted, the DNP
enhancement is seen to increase with the mean saturation factor and there-
fore with the molecular mass of the polarizing agent. In particular, TEKPol,
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with a molecular weight of 905 g·mol�1, a 94 GHz mean saturation factor of
65.0 µs2, and an enhancement of 200, far outperforms the other biradicals
and notably the previous best bCTbK which gives an enhancement of 80.
We note that it is expected that the DNP enhancement will go through a
maximum at some point for higher saturation factors. An optimum satura-
tion factor is predicted since the degree of saturation of the EPR transition is
improved at a given microwave power for larger saturation factors, whereas
for repeated polarization transfer from the same electron spin to nuclei, the
electron spin polarization must recover, so that shorter Tir will increase turn
over. However, we only expect to see this effect for significantly longer elec-
tron relaxation times than studied here; or at significantly lower tempera-
tures. For dinitroxides at the temperatures and fields used here we expect
DNP enhancements to continue to increase with increasing saturation factors.

This work shows the impact of higher saturation factors on the DNP
enhancements. Other types of radicals, such as mixed biradicals having rad-
ical moieties with one long Tir and one short Tir have been predicted to
have high DNP enhancement;[41] and very recently experimentally verified
by Michaelis et. al who used a mixture of BDPA and trityl to polarize 13C
through the CE.[103] They proved that the asymetric field sweep profile ob-
served could be correlated to the radical’s T1es: saturation of the BDPA
centre (T1e of 3.6 ms) is more efficient and the shorter T1e of the trityl (1.4
ms) allows for quick recycling of the CE mechanism.[103]

3.2.4 Temperature Dependence of DNP Enhancements

A key objective in the development of solid-state DNP experiments is to
be able to use higher sample temperatures. This is particularly relevant
to proteins samples where resolution is often (but not always) degraded at
temperatures below 200 K.[104] " is known to be strongly dependent on the
temperature of the sample, with a steep decrease as temperature increases.
Figure 3.7 (A) shows the temperature dependence of " for bTbK, bCTbK,
and TEKPol. In these experiments, a spatula tip of crystalline KBr (which
is insoluble in TCE) was added to the rotors, and the sample temperature
was calibrated by using the 79Br chemical shift as an internal standard.[105]
As expected, " decreases as the temperature increases for all three radicals.
However, whereas bTbK exhibits the typical rapid decrease already observed
for TOTAPOL in glycerol/water, both bCTbK and TEKPol show a slower
decrease with temperature over the range covered here. As a consequence,
at around 140 K, " is reduced by 60% from the value at 106 K for bTbK but
only by 40% for both bCTbK and TEKPol. At around 176 K bTbK yields
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Figure 3.7: (A) Enhancement, (B) normalized enhancement, and (C) the
mean saturation factor as a function of temperature for TEKPol (red
squares), bCTbK (blue triangles), and bTbK (black circles). The lines are
guides for the eye. Note that Tm becomes too short to detect an EPR echo
at temperatures higher than 140 K. Taken from ref [98].
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enhancements of only 4.5 ( " / "100K = 0.16), and bCTbK and TEKPol have
" of 24 (" / "100K = 0.25) and 33 (" / "100K = 0.23), respectively. Varia-
tion of the proton nuclear longitudinal relaxation time with temperature has
been shown to affect the DNP enhancements. However, for radical solutions
in TCE, proton T1 only varies slightly (from 2.0 to 2.6 s) in the range of
temperature investigated. The temperature dependence of the enhancement
can more credibly be linked to the temperature dependence of the electron
relaxation times. As seen in Figure 3.7 (C), the saturation factors indeed
decrease significantly with increasing temperature.

A key structural difference between bTbK and bCTbK or TEKPol is
the presence of methyl groups at the C↵ carbons of the former. Motion, and
in particular the rotation of the methyl groups, is the dominant process for
transverse relaxation, and the impact of temperature is therefore expected
to be larger on Tm for bTbK than for the other radicals, which could explain
the observed difference. Unfortunately, due to short Tm, measure of relax-
ation parameters could not be conducted at temperatures higher than 140
K for bTbK. As said before, this difference of behavior in Tm was previously
observed for monoradicals with methyl groups at the C↵ carbons vs radicals
with cyclohexyls in the same position.[97, 96] It is also interesting to note
that the widely used radical TOTAPOL, which also has methyl groups at the
C↵ carbons has been reported to present a similar temperature dependence
to that of bTbK.[60] Most interestingly, TEKPol maintains enhancements
of 12 at 198 K. Recently, Sauvée et al. introduced two very efficient water
soluble biradical, PyPol and AMUPOL, where the gemdimethyls groups in ↵
of the nitroxide are also replaced by six membered rings.[55] As in our case,
they showed a clear correlation between the enhanced efficiency of these po-
larizing agents and their longer relaxation times compared to TOTAPOL.
Furthermore, the same linear temperature dependence profile for " could be
observed for AMUPOL both at 400 and 600 MHz.

To investigate the effect of the presence of methyl groups on the temper-
ature dependance of ", a deuterated version of bTbK (where the 24 protons
on the methyl groups in ↵ o the nitroxides have been replace with deuterons)
was synthesized. Preliminary data show a slight improvement in ", and the
temperature profile of " still remains to be done before any conclusion is
drawn (unpublished data).
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Figure 3.8: Relative enhancement dependence on the spinning frequency of
the sample for TEKPol (red square), bCTbK (blue triangles), and bTbK
(black circles). Taken from ref [98].

3.2.5 MAS Frequency Dependence of "

Another important parameter is the spinning frequency dependence of the
enhancements. Fast spinning is necessary for the study of many materials
and biomolecules. The typical behavior for " observed and reported with
spinning frequency is first to increase and then go through a maximum (usu-
ally around 4 kHz spinning frequency) and then decrease as the spinning
frequency increases to 12 kHz. Rosay et al. attributed this behavior pri-
marily to an increase in sample temperature due to frictional heating with
the spinning frequency.[60] More recently, Mentink-Vigier et al. and Thurber
and Tycko developed a theoretical two-electron one-nucleus model for MAS
CE DNP where the spinning frequency dependence is explained by energy
level crossings and anticrossings.[39, 38]

We performed a temperature-controlled experiment for a 16 mM solution
of TEKPol in TCE using the 79Br chemical shift from KBr as an internal
thermometer, as above. The 79Br chemical shift was recorded at the highest
spinning frequency (14 kHz), and for lower spinning frequencies the temper-
ature control setting was increased so that the 79Br chemical shift matches
the one at 14 kHz. In this way, the experiments are carried out at the same
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temperature at all spinning frequencies. It turns out that the difference
with respect to the spinning frequency dependence measured without correc-
tion for frictional heating is minor for the radical/solvent mixtures studied
here.[98] Figure 3.8 shows the spinning frequency dependence measured for
the three radicals investigated. For clarity, to compare the behavior, only
the normalized enhancements are displayed. Interestingly, the curves show
a decrease in efficiency from about 6 to 12 kHz, as expected, but they all
then show an increase to a second maximum at around 14 kHz. We do not
have an explanation for this interesting behavior. The three radicals show
largely the same MAS dependence despite their different Tir. The differences
in Tir may not be large enough to produce an observably different functional
form.[39] Note that enhancements of over 160 are obtained at high spinning
frequencies (15 kHz) for TEKPol. Similar flat profiles for " up to 14kHz spin-
ning rate have been reported by Sauvé et al. on the AMUPOL biradical.[55]

Electron relaxation times are now a criteria taken into account to ex-
plain the efficiency (or lack thereof) of new polarizing agents as shown with
the subsequent work by of Michealis et al. and Sauvée et al..[55] Still in
2013, Mao et al. showed that macrocyclic hosts could be used to enhance
the solubility of bTbK in water, resulting in very efficient polarization of the
sample;[106] and could correlate the high " to higher saturation factors.

3.2.6 Bigger is still better

Very recently, we managed to develop heavier derivatives of TEKPOL called
in a poetic manner TEKPOL2 and TEKPOL3 (Figure 3.9). TEKPOL2 and
3 outperformTEKPOL with " of 235 and 229 respectively, which can be
correlated with their molecular weight as expected. Furthermore, the repro-
ducibility of " was not an issue in this case, and the crystallization issues
observed for TEKPOL solutions in TCE were not present for these two radi-
cals; thereby strengthening the hypothesis that glass formation of the TCE is
radical-dependent. In the case of TEKPOL, we also observed that adding 5%
deuterated methanol helped with the glass formation. EPR measurements
still remain to be performed on these 2 new derivatives in the bTbK series.

Interestingly, during the multiple insert-eject cycles to test the repro-
ducibility of ", it was realized that both " and T1(1H) increased at each cycle.
We attribute this effect to de-oxygenation of the solvent, due to the contact
with a pure N2 atmosphere during the freezing/thawing cycles. O2 concen-
tration in solvents can be quite high (up to ⇠ 10 mM), and this paramagnetic
molecule will be an efficient relaxation source for both the electrons and pro-
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Figure 3.9: Molecular structure and molecular weight of TEKPOL2 and 3,
and the dependance of T1(1H) and " on the number of insert/eject cycles

tons in the systems, thereby diminishing ". The effect of de-oxygenation of
the solvents on " was already observed by Rosay and coworkers in the case
of aqueous solutions.[99] The increase in T1 leads to longer acquisition time
but the overall gain in sensitivity gained by oxygen removal remains more
important in our systems. More experiments are required to confirm this ef-
fect, in particular the use of de-oxygenated solvents to prepare the solutions.

The development of bTbK derivatives has lead to a slightly deeper un-
derstanding of the DNP processes with the illustration of the importance
of electron relaxation times on the DNP enhancements. However, biradical
polarizing agents are not limited to the bTbK framework, as illustrated, for
instance, with the introduction of the very efficient AMUPOL.[55] Recently,
we also introduced functionalized materials with nitroxides grafted on the
surface to be used as polarizing agent.[107] Although their development is
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aimed at dissolution DNP, they were proven to be efficient in polarizing bulk
solution and could be used as distant polarizing source for sensitive materials.

Performance of radicals in frozen solution is very important and often
a good indicator of their efficiency for studying materials. However, the
efficiency of radicals in impregnated materials can be quite different due to
interaction with the surface. In the following chapter, we try and see how this
interaction impacts the DNP enhancement as well as the NMR properties of
the material studied.
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Chapter 4

SENS and Sensitivity

Getting the highest " is the ultimate goal when designing polarizing agents,
but the situation is quite different when DNP is applied to actual systems,
where only sensitivity matters. In this chapter, the focus is put on the quan-
tification of the sensitivity enhancement, a more complex matter than just
comparing MW On and Off intensities. More generally, the optimization of
the sample formulation for a few systems such as organometallic complexes
grafted on the surface of mesoporous silica will be discussed. A first step will
be to see how non-aqueous solvents can be used to perform DNP experiments,
enabling the application of DNP to air and moisture sensitive compounds;
then we will discuss the quantification of the sensitivity enhancement pro-
vided by DNP SENS, before focusing on optimal sample preparation and
interaction between the radicals and the different types of surfaces.

4.1 From model to functionalized materials: Non-
aqueous solvents for DNP SENS

As previously mentioned, many modern materials such as heterogeneous cat-
alysts are air and moisture sensitive or display hydrophobic surfaces, and are
therefore incompatible with impregnation with a radical solution in water.
The feasibility of using non-aqueous solvents for DNP was investigated, us-
ing the bTbK biradical as a polarizing agent. This biradical is more soluble
in organic solvents than TOTAPOL and has been reported to yield better
enhancements in a mixture of DMSO and water than TOTAPOL does at
the same concentration;[52] and at the time of the investigation, the bulkier
and more efficient bTbK derivatives seen in the previous chapter were not
available. All the solvents were tested for DNP efficiency on Mat-PhOH
(remember chapter 2), as it was shown that the presence of the material
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helped with the glass formation. A total of 20 solvents were tested under
DNP conditions.

Identification of organic solvents suitable for DNP SENS experi-
ments.

The solvents used for this study were chosen according to three main criteria:

1. The solvent must be chemically inert at room temperature on a short
time scale towards both the radical and the material (so the polarizing
agent or the material will not decompose/react).

2. The vapor pressure of the solvent at room temperature has to be rel-
atively low to allow the material to be wetted and then transferred to
the rotor before it dries out.

3. The solvent must be frozen at the temperature at which the DNP exper-
iment is performed. This eliminates large-scale molecular motion, and
guarantees in large inter-molecular 1H-1H dipolar couplings, enabling
spin diffusion to uniformly distribute enhanced polarization through-
out the sample; and also increases the proton T1. As it is a well known
fact that solvents confined in meso/micro-pores have depressed freezing
points in comparison to free bulk solvents, most of the solvents have
been chosen to have a relatively high freezing point (i.e. above 150
K).[108, 109]

Table 4.1 displays the observed proton and silicon DNP enhancements ("H
and "Si CP , respectively) obtained for Mat-PhOH wetted with bTbK solu-
tions made with the 20 different solvents. Large differences in "H and "Si CP

are observed amongst this set of solvents, with "Si ranging from 1 for THF
and MTBE to 17 for 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (TCE) and 1,2-dichloroethane.
It appears that the best DNP enhancements are obtained with halogenated
solvents (with the exception of 1,1,1 trichloroethane). For halogenated sol-
vents, "H and "Si CP range from 11 to 22 and from 11 to 17, respectively.
The success of the halogenated solvents can probably be attributed to several
factors:

1. The halogen atoms increase the molecular mass and the dipole moment
of the solvent, which will generally lead to higher freezing points and
lower vapor pressures.

2. The halogen atoms reduce the 1H densities of the organic solvents.
This allows the polarization to be concentrated over a smaller bath
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Solvent "H "Si CP

dichloromethane 9 3
chloroform 15 10

1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 21 18
1,1,1-trichloroethane 3 3
Trans-dichloroethene 9 8
1,2-dichlorobenzene 19 16
1,2-dichloroethane 23 18
1,2-dibromoethane 11 11
1,3-dibromobutane 19 12

1,1,2,2 tetrabromoethane 12 13
hexafluoro-2-propanol 6 9
2,2,2-trifluoroethanol 5 7

para-xylene 8 13
mesitylene 6 5
isopropanol 6 7

tetrahydrofuran 4 1
methyl ter -butylether 3 1
dimethylformamide 3 3
dimethylsufloxide 4 4

acetonitrile 5 7

Table 4.1: Proton and silicon enhancement for Mat-PhOH wetted with a
10 mM solution of bTbK in different solvents

of 1H nuclei. Note that this is believed to be the reason why high
deuteration levels produce large 1H enhancements. For example, the
1H density of fully protonated tetrachloroethane is similar to that of
90/10 D2O/H2O.

3. The halogen atoms may play the role of a conformational anchor which
will reduce or eliminate molecular motions/re-orientations (vide infra)

In addition to the halogenated solvents, reasonably high " values are obtained
with para-xylene. The other solvents display poor or no enhancement under
the experimental conditions used in this study.

The most likely cause for the poor " values observed for some of the
solvents is the presence of residual molecular motion at 100K. Molecular
motions will reduce both 1H-1H dipolar couplings and proton T1, thereby
diminishing the DNP enhancements. The comparison of the performance of
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solvents with and without methyl groups supports this hypothesis. Rotation
of methyl groups around their C3 axis possesses a low energy of activation
and methyl groups will therefore still present dynamics at temperatures un-
der 100 K. In Table 4.1 it is clear that solvents containing only protons in
methyl groups (DMSO, acetonitrile, MTBE, 1,1,1-trichloroethane) have very
low proton DNP enhancements (from 2 to 4). The hypothesis that methyl
protons play a negligible role in the polarization transfer is further supported
by the observation that the replacement of the methyl groups in propan-2-ol
by trifluoromethyl groups in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropan-2-ol does not affect
the proton DNP enhancement. (Table 4.1). Additional evidence supporting
this hypothesis is the fact that the "H of para-xylene (7) is higher than the
one of mesitylene (5). Replacing one proton by a methyl group seems to
harm DNP enhancements, probably due to shortened T1(1H).

In addition, the low performance of some of the solvents may potentially
be related to large scale residual molecular motion. At 110 K, the 1H NMR
spectrum of Mat-PhOH impregnated by tetrahydrofuran still displays the
two resolved proton resonances of the solvent, which indicates the presence
of molecular motion that partially averages out the dipolar coupling. At the
time of this study, TCE in combination with bTbK appeared to be one of the
most promising non-aqueous mixture for DNP SENS as it performed equally
well as the aqueous solutions of water/TOTAPOL previously used in the lit-
terature for DNP SENS. TCE is still used today for DNP SENS experiments
for its performance in DNP and good solvation properties of many radicals.
This solvent can also be used for bulk solution enhancements, even if it was
observed that in combination with some radicals (such as TEKPOL), glass
formation can be an issue as previously discussed.[101, 98]

Investigation of properties of solvent affecting their DNP efficiencies is
still underway. Besides the proton T1 and proton densities, many parameters
have to be considered such as the Debye temperature of the radical/solvent
mixture, the electronic relaxation properties or the MW penetration proper-
ties of the glass. This study[110] was however an improvement in the field,
opening the field of application of DNP SENS approaches and of radicals
that can be used for DNP applications.

4.2 Quantifying the sensitivity enhancement
In the previous chapter, only the enhancement (": defined as the ratio of
the intensity (or integral) of the signal obtained while irradiating the sam-
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Figure 4.1: ((A) 29Si CP MAS spectra of Mat-PhOH impregnated with
TOTAPOL solutions of varying concentration. The quenching factor (✓Si) is
listed next to each spectrum. (B) "Si,CP and (C) ✓Si plotted as a function
of TOTAPOL concentration. (D) The overall 29Si sensitivity enhancement
with (⌃†

Si,CP ) and without (⌃Si,CP ) Boltzmann enhancement. Dashed lines
are added to guide the eye. (E) A schematic showing the distribution of
radicals within MatPhOH. Radicals near to the surface induce quenching,
reducing the magnitude of the 29Si (and 13C) NMR signal. Adapted from ref
[2].

ple with microwaves over that without microwave irradiation, for the same
sample) was taken into account to quantify the signal enhancement. This
number quantifies the efficiency of the polarizing agent in enhancing the nu-
clear polarization, and was, until recently the only gauge used to evaluate
the DNP efficiency. However the sample is modified by the introduction of a
radical containing solution. Even if paramagnetic species can be a tremen-
dous source of structural information, their detrimental effects on the NMR
signal have been known for a long time. The introduction of exogenous radi-
cals to polarize the sample will therefore affect the sensitivity; meaning that
" is not necessarily relevant to assess the sensitivity enhancement provided
with respect to a conventional NMR experiment. In 2010, Thurber and Ty-
cko have investigated in a qualitative study the sensitivity gains provided
by DNP in frozen water/glycerol solutions at various temperatures (from 7
to 80 K) and radical concentrations. They observed that at higher radical
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concentrations generally increased, while the magnitude of the absolute sig-
nal generally decreased.[57] Our main focus here is to quantify the gain in
sensitivity in the application of DNP to the study of surfaces.

The quantification of the gain in sensitivity provided by 100 K DNP SENS
experiments as compared to room temperature (rt) experiments was initially
done by measuring the 29Si CP MAS signal per unit mass of Mat-PhOH
impregnated with TOTAPOL solutions of varying concentration.[111] The
29Si CP DNP enhancement ("Si CP ) was found to peak at a value of 40 for
a TOTAPOL concentration of 16 mM. However, as shown in Figure 4.1 the
largest absolute signal per unit mass was obtained for 12 mM TOTAPOL,
for which "Si CP was only 32.

This signal loss at increased radical concentration can be attributed to
two different paramagnetic effects: (i) 29Si nuclei which reside inside the dif-
fusion barrier or near to radicals will not contribute to the observed NMR
signals due to large dipolar shifts and anisotropies and fast relaxation. This
will directly reduce the intensity of 29Si solid-state NMR spectra. (ii) 1H
resonances will also be broadened/relaxed by the same paramagnetic effects,
and this is expected to reduce the efficiency of 1H-1H spin diffusion, het-
eronuclear decoupling and the transfer of polarization to 29Si via CP. This
will indirectly lead to reduced intensity of the 29Si CP MAS spectra. To
quantify the detrimental effects of the paramagnets to the NMR signal, we
introduced the quenching factor ✓ defined as follow:

✓ =
Im,ON

" ⇤ Im,REF
(4.1)

where Im,ON is the signal per unit of mass of the sample impregnated with
the radical containing solution, " the enhancement obtained for this sample
and Im,OFF is the signal per unit of mass of the pristine material acquired
in the same conditions. This factor represents the equivalent percentage of
NMR active nuclei contributing to the signal. Note that all measurements of
✓Si were performed with a 30 s recycle delays in order to allow full longitu-
dinal relaxation of the 1H magnetization at all biradical concentrations. As
expected ✓ decreases with the radical concentration (Figure 4.1). Note that
for a 16 mM solution ✓=0.2, meaning that an impressive equivalent of 80%
of the sample does not participate to the NMR signal!

The presence of the paramagnetic species also affects both the longi-
tudinal (T1) and transverse (T 0

2) relaxation times of the nuclei. The effect
of impregnating and freezing the material with a radical containing solution
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Figure 4.2: (A) (C) "Si,CP , ⌃Si,CP and ⌃†
Si,CP and (B) (D) ✓Si plotted as a

function of radical concentration for materials impregnated with bTbK ((A)
and (B)) and bCTbK ((C) and (D)) solutions in TCE.

and freezing on the T1 is not straightforward. On the one hand, radicals will
reduce the relaxation times, and short T1s are beneficial because the interscan
delay can be reduced, therefore making in possible to accumulate more scans
during a given amount of time; on the other, freezing with solvent will likely
quench the motions/displace the O2 present in the pores responsible relax-
ation at room temperature. For instance, at room temperature Mat-PhOH
has a T1(1H) of 0.8 s, which is increased to 3.9 s when the material is de-
gassed. T1(1H) further increases to 12.6 s when the material is impregnated
with pure water and frozen at 100K.

Based on these observations, in 2011 we introduced the overall sensitivity
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factor ⌃ given by:
⌃ = " ⇤ ✓ ⇤

p
 (4.2)

with  = T1,d

T
DNP

the ratio between T1,d the degazed material longitudinal re-
laxation time and TDNP the build-up time constant in the DNP conditions
(proton T1 in the case of the CE).

Finally, to gain into account the gain in sensitivity due to the lower tem-
perature of the experiment, we introduced ⌃† given by:

⌃† =
⇥rt

⇥exp
⌃Si ' 3⌃ (4.3)

A maximum ⌃† CP of 42 was found for Mat-PhOH impregnated with 12
mM TOTAPOL (Figure 4.1) proving that the optimal concentration of rad-
ical yielding optimal sensitivity is not always matching that yielding the
highest ". A factor of 42 means a reduction of experimental time by a factor
around 1750. Figure 4.2 shows the dependance of ", ⌃ and ✓ for materials
impregnated with solutions of bTbK and bCTbK in TCE. As expected, the
same trends as TOTAPOL/water solutions can be seen here. Note that the
change in line width was not taken into account here due to the negligible
broadening due to the presence of the radical and to the low temperature (the
samples are intrinsically disordered). For different systems, such as metal-
organic frameworks (MOF)[88] this factor is detrimental to the sensitivity
and has to be taken into account. Over the past three years other groups
have taken up an approach similar to ours to quantify the sensitivity enhance-
ments for various systems such as labeled polymers[85], frozen solutions (of
biomolecules for instance) [112, 113, 114], recrystallized micro crystals[115]
or materials [84]. It is important to realize that the optimal DNP conditions
are system-dependent and that when investigating a new type of materials,
reoptimization of the parameters is always wise. In particular, the type of
surface (area, polarity...) affects greatly the interaction with the radical as
shown in the next section.

4.3 Modification of the surface for optimal DNP
SENS

The synthesis of typical surface organometallic catalysts we want to study by
DNP is done in several steps summarized in Figure 4.3.[116] The material is
first synthesized using a sol-gel approach. The organic linker is incorporated
on the surface at this step. The surfactant is then removed an a series of
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chemical reactions are performed at the surface of the material to transform
the organic linker into a suitable ligand for the metal. One more step is neces-
sary before the grafting of the metal: the so-called passivation of the surface.
Indeed, after the synthesis of the material, many silanol (Si-OH) groups re-
main on the surface and these labile and relatively acid protons are likely to
react with the metal center. A classical way to remove these reactive groups
is to perform a chemical reaction and replace them with inert organic groups,
typically trimethylsiliyl groups (TMS/ -Si(CH3)3).[117] As stated before, in
a DNP experiment, the polarization follows a complex trajectory from the
electron to the target NMR nucleus. In this process, the proton longitudinal
relaxation time (T1(1H)) plays a key role. In particular, it was recognized
early on that for the CE T1(1H) usually defines the polarization build-up
rate, and that in cases where T1(1H) is short, the enhanced polarization is
rapidly dissipated through relaxation before it can be accumulated and dis-
tributed throughout the sample.[118] The DNP efficiency is thus expected
to diminish with short T1(1H). It was shown for instance that, when using
nanodiamonds as the polarization source, DNP efficiency decreases with the
T1(1H).[56] On the other hand, as T1(1H) governs the polarization build-up
rates, and thus the interscan delays, it has been shown that a gain in sen-
sitivity per unit time can be attained with short T1.[111, 112] The aim of
this study is to investigated the effect of a addition of numerous fast relaxing
protons on the surface (mandatory during the synthesis of materials); and to
find a way to retain high enhancements while studying a passivated material.

4.3.1 Experimental procedure

The effect of the passivation on the DNP was done using a series of mesostruc-
tured hybrid organosilica materials that contain surface propylazide frag-
ments. These samples were obtained by condensing tetraethoxyorthosilicate
and 3-azidopropyltri-methoxy silane in the presence of a structure-directing
agent (P123). The resulting material (Mat-PrN3, Figure 4.4 A) contains
roughly five terminating surface silanols per propyazide unit. As said be-
fore, coating the silica surface with unreactive TMS fragments allows for the
subsequent selective grafting of active metal complexes; but TMS are not
the only passivating agent that can be used (Figure 4.4), thus making this
material an ideal scaffold for relating the properties of the surface groups
to the DNP efficiency. A 16 mM solution of bCTbK in TCE was used as
a polarizing mixture. DNP experiments were conducted on a commercial
Bruker Avance III 400 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a 263 GHz
gyrotron microwave source, using a 3.2 mm triple resonance MAS probe at
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the different synthetic steps leading to the obten-
tion of a surface organometallic catalyst (here a palladium NHC complex).
The surface passivation step is highlighted in red.

sample temperatures around 100 K.

4.3.2 Influence of the passivating group on DNP effi-

ciency

Figure 4.4 shows the proton ("H : solvent) and silicon ("Si CP : surface) sig-
nal enhancement factors for the different samples. The overall sensitivity
enhancement (⌃) is also shown. Table 4.2 gives the T1(1H) of the solvent
and the surface protons involved in CP. In most cases "H and "Si CP match
within error, as do the T1(1H) for the bulk solvent and the surface 1H nu-
clei. Carbon enhancements ("C CP ) of the surface functional groups have
also been measured and match "H and "Si CP . These observations are con-
sistent with the solvent and surface protons existing within a single dipolar
coupled proton spin bath where polarization is evenly distributed throughout
the samples by proton–proton spin- diffusion mechanisms.

An "H of 116 was obtained for the unpassivated Mat-PrN3 material; this
result is consistent with the values obtained in previous studies on similar
materials.[101] Upon replacement of the hydroxy group with TMS groups,
"H is decreased to 17, which correlates with a sharp decrease of the proton
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Figure 4.4: (A) Molecular structure of the materials investigated during this
study. (B) Proton enhancement ("H), silicon enhancement ("Si CP ) and over-
all sensitivity enhancement (⌃) as a function of the passivating groups. Taken
from ref [119].

T1 from 3 s (in the presence of hydroxy groups) to 1 s. Such short T1(1H)
values are expected in the presence of a high concentration of fast-rotating
methyl groups at the temperature of the experiment here, that is, around 100
K. At significantly lower temperatures, tunneling mechanisms are expected
to impact T1.[120] Next we investigated the effect of the selective deutera-
tion of these surface methyl groups on T1(1H) and the DNP enhancements.
Deuteration has long been used to optimize DNP enhancements. Deutera-
tion of the solvent is widely employed, and was proposed to lead to larger
DNP enhancements owing to a decrease in the size of the proton bath and
an increase in T1(1H) .[99] Partial deuteration of exchangeable sites in an
otherwise fully deuterated protein was also shown to improve enhancements
by the same mechanism.[43, 121] In both cases, the T1(1H) was only seen to
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OH OCH3 OCD3 TMS [D9]-TMS OSiPh3

T1(1H) [s]a 3.03(3) 3.03(4) 3.59(4) 1.0(1) 2.81(2) 3.06(4)

T1(1H)29Si [s]b 2.40(2) 2.23(1) 2.67(2) 0.89(2) 3.15(3) 2.70(1)

"Si CP
c 110(3) 71(3) 72(3) 9(3) 74(3) 87(3)

⌃Si CP
d 33 31 38 11 55 40

a: Proton longitudinal relaxation times measured by direct acquisition and
b: by 29Si CP
c:29Si enhancement measured by 1H CP
d:overall 29Si sensitivity enhancement.

Table 4.2: Proton longitudinal relaxation times, silicon-29 enhancements,
and overall sensitivity enhancements of Mat-PrN3 with various passivating
surface groups.

significantly change at high deuteration levels.

When protonated TMS is replaced by [D9]-TMS, T1(1H) increases to
3 s and consequently "Si CP rises from 9 to 73. Less- pronounced effects were
observed when the surface was passivated with methoxy and [D3]-methoxy
groups (Figure 4.4). T1(1H) did not substantially increase when the methoxy
groups were deuterated. Consistent with this observation no major difference
in "Si CP was observed. Methoxy groups likely have a smaller influence on
T1(1H) and "Si CP than TMS groups owing to their lower proton densities.

The drastic increase of " upon deuteration of TMS groups is clearly at-
tributable to changes in the relaxation properties of the sample, rather than
changes in the size of the proton spin bath, as is the case when using par-
tially deuterated solvent. Indeed, when the TMS groups were replaced by
protonated TPS the enhancement was restored (Figure 4.4 (C)). Materials
passivated with TMS and TPS both have a similar overall proton density,
with the primary difference being the longer T1(1H) for the TPS passivated
material (proton density is only affected very locally by the use of different
passivating groups).

The detrimental impact of surface methyl groups on " at 100 K was also
confirmed by DNP NMR experiments conducted on a material containing
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imidazolium mesityl moieties (Mat-Im) in place of the propylazide groups.
Mat-Im materials contain three methyl groups on a mesityl ring in the or-
ganic fragment. For unpassivated Mat-Im, the "H and surface T1(1H) were
40 and 1.7 s, respectively, as compared to 116 and 2.5 s for the unpassivated
Mat-PrN3 material. As subtly implied in the previous chapter, the elec-
tron relaxation times might have an effect on the DNP enhancements. They
were measured for all the passivated samples and no significant change was
observed between samples suggesting that the difference of performance is
indeed correlated to the proton T1 of the passivating group.[119]

4.3.3 Interaction between the radical and surfaces

Figure 4.5: 29Si rotating-frame relaxation times ( T1⇢(29Si)) and effective
transverse dephasing times (T 0

2(
29Si)) plotted as a function of the quenching

factor (✓Si) for the various materials in a 16 mM solution of bCTbK in TCE
solution. T1⇢(29Si) was measured with a 26 kHz spin-lock radio-frequency
field. Taken from ref [119].

If we now turn our attention to the overall NMR sensitivity enhancement ⌃
introduced in the previous section, we note that the ratio ⌃/" is significantly
higher for both TMS and [D9]-TMS than for the other passivating groups.
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This finding is related to the fact that the decrease in the NMR signals as
a result of paramagnetic effects is less pronounced in the presence of these
passivating groups. This in turn suggests that these bulky groups prevent
the close approach of the paramagnetic polarizing agents and the surface.
Figure 4.5 shows the 29Si rotating-frame relaxation times T1⇢(29Si) and the
effective transverse dephasing times T 0

2(
29Si) as a function of the measured

29Si quenching factor ✓Si (the apparent fraction of nuclei contributing to the
signal). Both the relaxation times and ✓Si are expected to diminish when
the surface and the radical are in close proximity. For materials passivated
with TMS and [D9]-TMS groups, ✓Si is high (> 0.6) and both T1⇢(29Si)
and T 0

2(
29Si) are relatively long (> 30 ms). Conversely, all other passivating

groups lead to strong quenching effects (with ✓Si values between 0.2 and 0.4,
that is, similar to values previously observed for mesoporous materials) and
short silicon relaxation times (between 11 and 20 ms). A strong correlation
is observed between ✓Si and the two relaxation times, thus indicating that
the short T1⇢(29Si) and T 0

2(
29Si) values observed for passivating groups other

than TMS are due to proximity between the surface and the radical. We
note that a doubling in ✓Si leads to a factor 2 gain in overall sensitivity.
Finally, T 0

2(
29Si) was measured for the differently passivated Mat- PrN3

samples wetted with pure solvent (i.e., no biradical). In all cases, T 0
2(

29Si)
was longer than 200 ms, thus confirming that the differences observed in the
silicon relaxation times are indeed due to paramagnetic effects rather than
to the nature of the individual passivating groups. The shortening of these
relaxation times is detrimental to many NMR experiments; with a short T1⇢

CP will be less efficient, and a short T2’ will reduce the efficiency of any ex-
periment containing a spin-echo block. A simple solution to increase T 0

2(
29Si)

would be to lower the radical concentration. However, as " and ⌃ are highly
dependent on the radical concentration, reducing the radical concentration
would also diminish sensitivity enhancements. For challenging NMR exper-
iments, in which sensitivity is an issue, both high enhancements and long
transverse relaxation times are required. In many cases, lowering the radical
concentration to obtain a T 0

2(
29Si) that is long enough for these NMR exper-

iments would lower the enhancements to the extent that sensitivity would be
too low to perform such experiments. Passivation of the surface with bulky
apolar groups, such as TMS, is a way to obtain high enhancements, lessen
signal quenching by the radical, and maintain long T 0

2 values.

4.3.4 Interaction between the radicals and the surface

DNP performance of the new radicals introduced in chapter 3 on materials
was investigated by impregnating non passivated Mat-PrN3 with 16 mM
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"C CP "Si CP ✓Si ⌃Si T 0
2(

29Si)
compound (bulk) (material) (ms)

bTbK, 1 47 60 0.2 16 13

(CT)2bK, 3 53 80 0.2 25 5

bCTbK, 4 80 103 0.2 35 14

(ACT)2bK, 5 42 32 0.6 13 29

bPyTbK, 6 115 10 0.4 10 20

TEKPOL, 7 200 214 0.2 53 7

a: 13C enhancement measured on a bulk 16 mM TCE solution.
b: 29Si enhancement measured on Mat-PrNH3 impregnated with a 16 mM TCE
solution.
c: 29Si quenching factor.
d: 29Si overall sensitivity enhancement.
e: 29Si transverse dephasing time.

Table 4.3: Bulk Solvent and Silicon Surface Enhancements, Quenching Fac-
tors, Overall Sensitivity Enhancements and Silicon Transverse Dephasing
Times for 1 and 3-7

radical solution in TCE. The results are summarized in Table 4.3. Along with
", the quenching factor ✓ and the overall silicon enhancements ⌃ are reported.
For most of the radicals, " increases in the materials as compared to the bulk
solution, consistent with previous observations and with the cryoprotecting
role of the material.[101] There are two notable exceptions: 5 and 6, where
" drops from 42 to 32 and from 115 to 10, respectively. This can potentially
be attributed to the differences in polarity among the radicals that causes
them to interact differently with the surface, as observed previously with
the difference passivation of the surface. Wessig et al. showed by EPR that
matching the polarity of the solvent and the surface minimizes radical-surface
interactions.[122] This hypothesis is supported here by the measure of the
T 0
2(

29Si). For the other radicals T 0
2(

29Si) is shorter than 14 ms, but it increases
to 20 ms for 6 and to 29 ms for 5, indicating that in these cases the radical is
further away from the surface, for example, through a partial exclusion from
the pores thereby explaining the reduction in DNP efficiency. The quenching
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factor is also higher for this two radicals supporting the hypothesis of lesser
interactions with the surface.

4.4 Are big radicals compatibles with small pores?
With the introduction of the bTbK derivatives of increasing performances,
but also increasing size, as well as the increasingly bulky functionnalization
of the surface, the question arises of the penetration of these radicals in-
side the mesopores. We thus performed comparative study of the model
material Mat-PrIm,TMS (Figure 5.5) impregnated with 32 mM electron
concentration solutions of TEMPO, bTbK, bCTbK and TEKPOL2 in TCE.
Measurement of the T1 build-up curves for the solvent yielded data that could
not be fitted properly with a mono-exponential function. The fit could be
improved using stretched exponential functions:

I = I0(1� exp(�(t/T ⇤
1 )

�) (4.4)

This type of behavior has previously been observed for systems where the
distribution of radicals is not homogenous (see Chapter 6). MW Off build up
curves were also measured, and were found to be significantly different than
the MW On ones. " was therefore observed to depend on the recycle delay ⌧ ,
which we already observed for microcrystals coated with radical containing
solutions (ref [123] and Chapter 6), therefore indicating various environments
for the radicals.The profile of " as a function of the recycle delay ⌧ is given
in Figure 4.6. TEKPOL2 presents a different behavior than the other three
radicals, indicating different distribution of the radical in the pores. The
quenching factor ✓ has been measured for all the radicals and results are
displayed in Figure 4.6. ✓ is four times bigger for TEKPOL2 than for the
other radicals, indicating less affinity with the pore of the material. Partial
exclusion from the pores while still retaining high enhancements would be
beneficial for the NMR sensitivity since proximity of the radical induces sig-
nal losses and shortened relaxation times. Further tests and simulations are
currently being run to explain this phenomenon.

In conclusion, many parameters were investigated to optimize the sample
preparation. This leads to high sensitivity enhancement factors (up to 200)
of the materials, which made it possible to apply this technique to probe
the structure of many complex systems over the past three years. Selected
applications are presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.6: Enhancement as a function of the build-up time for Mat-
PrIm,TMS impregnated with 32 mM electron concentration solutions of
TEMPO (black), bTbK (orange), bCTbK (blue) and TEKPOL2 (red). The
signal was measured using a saturation-recovery CP pulse sequence. The
quenching factor ✓ is displayed next to the curves.
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Chapter 5

Applications to functionalized

materials.

This Chapter reports various applications of DNP SENS to materials in which
I was involved over the past three years. The method was improved over this
period of time, so the applications go from basic structural investigation to
the implementation of more challenging NMR experiments. Application to
materials that include the characterization of Periodic Mesoporous Organosil-
icas (PMO) or luminescent yttrium complex grafted on silica nanoparticles
are not reported here can be found in ref. [110, 124]

5.1 Metal Organic Framework
Metal–organic frameworks (MOF) constitute an important class of crystalline
porous materials.[125, 126, 127] Since the introduction of the first porous
MOF more than twenty years ago,[128] more than 2000 three-dimensional
MOF topologies have been described. The large surface areas (up to 6000
m2 g.�1) and tunable pore sizes (ranging from 0.5 to 3 nm) of MOFs makes
them well suited for a variety of applications including gas storage, molecu-
lar sieving, or heterogeneous catalysis.[129] Many MOF materials have been
shown to be efficient and selective catalysts in a wide variety of key chemi-
cal reactions. As for other classes of solid catalysts, establishing structure-
activity relationships is key for the rational design of MOFs with improved
catalytic properties. Of course, when mono crystals can be grown, XRD is
the method of choice for the structural investigation of MOFs. However,
when the MOF is partially functionalized, XRD becomes unable to resolve
the structure. Solid-state NMR is well suited to characterize the molecular
structure and dynamics of MOF materials,[130] but when the sensitivity is
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Figure 5.1: (A) Schematic structures of the three N-functionalized MOFs
which are isostructural to MIL-68. All these MOFs display one-dimensional
rod-shaped structures, composed by hexahedral and triangular channels with
an aperture of 1.6 and 0.6 nm, respectively. (B-D) One-dimensional 1H-13C
CP MAS spectra of 1, 2 and 3, respectively, recorded with (black) or without
microwave irradiation (red) to induce DNP. The samples were impregnated
with a 16 mM bTbK TCE solution. Both the observed (") and overall sig-
nal enhancement factors (⌃) provided by the DNP experiment are listed.
DNP enhancement factors for the solvent resonance ("S) are also provided.
Spinning sidebands are marked with asterisks. (E) Two-dimensional 1H-13C
HETCOR spectrum of 3 (acquired in 10.6 h total experiment time). Adapted
from ref [88].

too low to do so, the usual method to characterize the systems becomes to
"digest" the system in acid and run liquid state NMR on the resulting so-
lution, preventing the study of the pristine material. The aim of this study
was to determine the applicability of DNP experiments to the structural de-
termination of MOFs, illustrated here on 3 MOFs: a N-functionalized MOF
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compound (In)-MIL-68-NH (1), on a partially functionalized variant of 1
with a terephthalate:aminoterephthalate ratio of 80 :20 (2), and on a 10 %
proline-functionalized derivative of 1 (In)-MIL-68-NH-Pro (1) (Figure 5.1).
These three materials are representatives of an as-synthesized functionalized
MOF (compound 1), a partially functionalized MOF (also called MIXMOF,
compound 2), and of a post- synthetically modified MOF (compound 3).

Figure 5.1 (B),(C) and (D) shows the one-dimensional 1H-13C CP MAS
spectra recorded on the three MOF samples with or without microwave (MW)
irradiation. The observed DNP enhancement (") and the overall sensitivity
enhancement factors (⌃) are indicated for each of the three compounds. As
the MOF samples investigated ere could not be impregnated with an aque-
ous solution (due to a chemical reaction with water), solutions of bTbK in
TCE were utilized. Incipient wetness impregnation was used to impregnate
the dry materials with a minimal amount of radical containing solution. In
particular the influence of radical concentration, spinning frequency (⌫rot),
and the amount of time the impregnated samples were allowed to rest before
solid-state NMR experiments were optimized on 1.[88] It was found that 16
mM bTbK solutions provided both the highest " and ⌃. Although " was
observed to be higher with a sample spinning frequency ⌫rot of 8 kHz, the
absolute signal of the spectra was similar with a ⌫rot of 12 kHz. In order to
reduce overlap of spinning sidebands with isotropic resonances, a ⌫rot of 12
kHz was employed for all subsequent experiments. Finally, DNP 1H-13C CP
MAS solid-state NMR spectra of the same sample of 1 impregnated with a 16
mm bTbK solution were periodically acquired after the sample was allowed
to rest on the bench top inside the rotor for times of 5 min, 1 h and 25 h in
between acquisitions. Both " and ⌃ were observed to steadily increase from
7 to 13 and 3.0 to 3.6, respectively, with longer sample resting times. This
suggests the biradical species slowly diffuse through the relatively small (1.6
nm) pores of the material. Spectra of 1 and 2 were recorded after 25 and 0.5
h of resting time, respectively. For compound 3, however, the enhancement
factors were independent of sample resting time and spectra were recorded 5
min after rotor packing. Note that the enhancements for the TCE resonance
("S > 20 in all cases) is always larger than that for the MOF materials, sug-
gesting that the biradical molecules are partly excluded from the pores for
all three types of the materials.

Under these optimal experimental conditions, for MOF samples 1 and
2, " values of 13 and 16 were observed, respectively. Significantly lower val-
ues of ⌃ were measured, corresponding to the fact that the biradicals inside of
the material cause a reduction in the signal intensity through various para-
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magnetic effects. On the other hand, for 3, similar values of " and ⌃ are
observed (4.8 and 5.8, respectively). This strongly suggests that the bTbK
molecules are excluded from the pores of 3, leading to a low value for ",
and a relatively high value for ⌃. This suggests that the whole material is
contributing to the NMR signal under DNP conditions. This is in agree-
ment with the fact that for 3, " does not increase with additional sample
resting times, and that a much larger value of " is observed for the solvent
resonances ("S = 26). It is likely that for 3, the proline groups block the
one-dimensional pores of the material and hinder the relatively large bTbK
radical from diffusing into the material. TEM images of the as prepared 3
reveal that the average crystal size is less than 300 nm. Griffin and coworkers
have previously applied DNP to needle-like nano- crystalline peptides which
possessed an average crystal width of 150 nm.[79] In their system it was not
possible for the radical to enter the lattice of the crystal and larger " values
were obtained for the solvent resonances than the resonances of nuclei inside
the crystals, as observed here. In a similar way, we postulate that for 3, the
bTbK molecules reside on or near the surface of the crystallites, and that the
enhanced polarization is distributed into the crystal by spin diffusion.

For all three samples, we estimate that the overall sensitivity gain with
respect to a dry sample at room temperature is between 10 and 30, corre-
sponding to a reduction in experimental time by a factor between 100 and
900. This allows high quality one-dimensional 13C CP MAS spectra of 1-3
to be acquired in less than 5 min at natural isotopic abundance. For compar-
ison, a 1H-13C CP MAS spectrum of 1 at room temperature with a similar
signal-to-noise ratio has been recorded in 2.3 h using standard instrumenta-
tion. However, it should be noted that the full width at half height (⇤) of the
13C resonances of all DNP solid-state NMR spectra of 1 are around 2.8 ppm,
while at room temperature ⇤ is 1.2 ppm and is typical of a crystalline MOF.
The increase in ⇤ primarily originates from the low sample temperatures and
inclusion of the solvent in the pores of the material. Therefore, the DNP and
Boltzmann signal enhancements are slightly offset by increases in ⇤. Despite
the slightly broader peaks, the DNP 13C solid-state NMR spectra can readily
be used to obtain structural information about the materials.

Assignment of the carbon resonances is reported in Figure 5.1, based on
the chemical shift values and on comparison of the various spectra. Notably,
the resonances corresponding to carbons 2 and 5 of the aminoterephthalate
are clearly identified based on the fact that their intensity is reduced in Fig-
ure 5.1 (C), as only 20% of the linkers contained an amine moiety in 2. The
spectra of 3 are consistent with the replacement of 10 % of the amine func-
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Figure 5.2: DNP 1H-15N CP MAS spectra of 1–3. All spectra were acquired
with ⌫rot = 12 kHz and a 2.0 ms contact time of (A) 1 (34 min total ex-
periment time), (B) 2, (2.3 h total experiment time), and (C) 3 (5 h total
experiment time). The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios of the largest peaks are
listed to the left of each spectrum. Chemical shifts are referenced to the NH+

4

resonance of ammonium nitrate. Taken from ref [88].

tionalities with proline ligands. In the aliphatic region of the 1D 13C CP
MAS spectrum, the resonances from the carbon nuclei of proline are hardly
visible and overlap with the spinning sidebands of the aromatic resonances.
The corresponding correlations are, however, unambiguously observed in the
2D dipolar 1H-13C HETCOR spectrum (Figure 5.1 (E)). With the signal en-
hancement afforded by low temperature DNP experiments the 2D HETCOR
spectrum could be acquired in 10.6 h. Note that without DNP, the acquisi-
tion of a such a spectrum with high enough signal-to-noise ratio to observe
the weak proline resonances would require experiment times on the order of
weeks. It should also be noted that it was possible to acquire a 2D 1H-13C
HETCOR spectrum of 1 in 22 min.

DNP-enhanced 1H-15N CP MAS solid-state NMR spectra of 1-3 are
shown in Figure 5.2. Natural abundance 15N solid- state NMR experiments
represent a considerable challenge due to the low gyromagnetic ratio and low
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natural abundance (N.A. = 0.37 %) of 15N. The 15N CP MAS spectrum of 1
shows a single broad resonance at a chemical shift of 66ppm, consistent with
a neutral primary amine bound to an aromatic carbon (an aniline). The
15N CP MAS spectrum of 2 required a longer experimental time (2.3 h) to
attain a reasonable S/N, due to the reduction in the number of 15N spins by
a factor of 80 % in comparison to 1. As expected, the 15N resonance of 2
has a similar chemical shift as for 1. The spectrum of 3 (recorded in 5 h)
shows the presence of two additional 15N resonances consistent with the in-
corporation of proline into the MOF material. The proline amine resonance
is observed as a shoulder (�=50ppm) on the side of the aniline resonance
while the amide resonance is centered at � = 127 ppm. While the stan-
dard method used to characterize N-functionalized MOFs typically consists
in the entire digestion/dissolution of the solids into strongly acidic solutions
to enable solution NMR and mass spectrometry experiments, the strategy
proposed here allows for the rapid characterization of intact MOF topologies.
As such, DNP-enhanced solid-state NMR spectroscopy is expected to be ap-
plicable for the widespread characterization of MOFs. Recent applications of
DNP to the study of MOFs shows well the potential of DNP for this kind of
investigation.[131]

5.2 Well-Defined Surface Organometallic Cat-
alysts

5.2.1 Monitoring Surface Functionalization

In this part, we investigate the stepwise chemical transformation and the
formation of imidazolium containing materials (Mat-PrIm), which can be
used as permanently immobilized “ionic liquids”[132, 133, 134, 135] or as
precursors to N-heterocyclic carbenes[116, 136] an important class of lig-
ands for stable single-site catalysts (Figure 5.3 (A)). Here, the imidazolium
unit was introduced by a stepwise postfunctionalization of Mat-PrN3 pre-
pared by a direct synthesis approach.[136] This allows the formation of high-
surface area mesostructured materials as evidenced by TEM and N2 ad-
sorption experiments as well as the controlled site distribution of surface
functionalities.[101] Moreover, the nonpolar nature of azido group enables
one to access a broad range of concentrations, including high concentrations,
and makes it possible to prepare a variety of materials via postfunctionaliza-
tion or click chemistry.[137] To monitor these synthetic postfunctionalization
steps at the surface of materials with conventional room-temperature solid-
state NMR would be prohibitively time-consuming (experiments typically
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Figure 5.3: (A) Structure,(B) 13C(C) 15N DNP SENS CP MAS spectra of
materials Mat-PrN3, Mat-PrNH2 ,and Mat-PrIm.(D) 1H-13C, 1H-15N,
1H-29Si DNP SENS two-dimensional HETCOR spectra of Mat-PrIm. The
open circles indicate byproducts or incomplete conversion from the previous
synthetic steps. 1D and 2D 15N DNP SENS spectra were acquired with total
experiment times of 14 h. Take from ref [2].

take between 12 and 24 h for a one-dimensional 13C CP MAS spectra). In
particular, acquisition of 2D correlation spectra or 15N spectra at natural
isotopic abundance is not conceivable even when they would be necessary for
unambiguous assignment.
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Here, DNP SENS provides a means of routine characterization, by en-
abling the expeditious acquisition of 13C, 15N and 29Si 1D and 2D solid-state
NMR spectra at natural isotopic abundances. For example, using bCTbK as
a polarizing agent, high-quality 1D 1H- 13C CP MAS spectra (10 min, Figure
5.3 (B) ) and a 2D 1H- 13C correlation spectra (3.5 h, Figure 5.3 (D)) could be
acquired and allow for the complete characterization of the carbon skeletons.
The surface functionalities were also identified with 1H- 15N CP MAS spectra
(14 h each, Figure 5.3 (C)). These high-quality 15N CP MAS spectra even
allow for minor reaction byproducts to be observed. Note that spectra with
a signal-to-noise ratio of 20, high enough for routine characterization, can
be acquired in 40 min. A 2D 1H- 15N correlation spectrum of Mat-PrIm
was also acquired overnight (14 h, Figure 5.3). None of these would have
been possible without the gain in sensitivity provided by DNP SENS. These
results are all the more impressive considering that, as previously stated, 15N
is an extremely unreceptive NMR nucleus.

The interpretation and assignment of the DNP enhanced solid-state NMR
spectra are now discussed in detail. The 13C CP MAS spectra of Mat-PrN3

display three carbon resonances with chemical shifts of 8.1, 21.1, and 53.0
ppm, as expected from its proposed structure. They correlate with protons
whose chemical shifts are 1.1, 2.15, and 3.2 ppm, respectively, which is co-
herent with a propylazide moiety. The 15N spectra of Mat-PrN3 displays
three resonances at 73.7, 219.5, and 248.5 ppm, confirming the presence of
the azide group (Figure Figure 5.3 (C)). Upon conversion to Mat-PrNH2

with the Staudinger reaction, the 13C resonance of C3 is shifted from 53.0 to
41.5 ppm, consistent with conversion of the azide group into an amine. The
nitrogen spectrum now displays one main resonance at 34.3 ppm, character-
istic of the NH2 group (Figure Figure 5.3 (C)). The byproducts observed on
the 15N spectrum at 89 ppm are attributed to a small amount of unconverted
starting azide units (ca. 10%). One interpretation for the incomplete conver-
sion is the inaccessibility of some of these organic fragments on the surface.
The 13C spectrum of Mat-PrIm displays resonances with chemical shifts
characteristic of aromatic groups (129.2 ppm 13C/6.8 ppm 1H) and (122.1
ppm 13C/6.8 ppm 1H), as well as the three expected aliphatic resonances
(Figures 5.3 (B) and 5.3 (D)). The 15N spectrum confirms the presence of
imidazolium nitrogen atoms with the most intense resonance centered at 185
ppm (the two nitrogen resonances being not resolved, Figure 5.3 (C)).
The complete and detailed characterization of Mat-PrIm was further ob-
tained by the acquisition of a 2D 1H-15N correlation spectrum (Figure 5.3
(D)), which shows three resolved cross peaks, all consistent with the structure
of Mat-PrIm. The cross peak at (185.6 ppm 15N/8.9 ppm 1H) corresponds
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to a correlation between the nitrogens and aromatic protons, notably the
C6-H proton. A shoulder at (131.1 ppm 13C/8.9 ppm 1H) can be discerned
in the 1H- 13C HETCOR spectra corresponding to a correlation between C6

and this proton. The cross peak at (185.3 ppm 15N/5.4 ppm 1H) corresponds
to the correlations between Na” and Nb” and the CH2 protons of C3” and C7.
The peak at (187.2 ppm 15/1.9 ppm1H) indicates the correlation between the
protons of C2” and Na”, which is the only nitrogen close enough for magneti-
zation transfer with this CP contact time (1 ms). The 15N chemical shift for
this cross peak is slightly different from those of the previous two, confirm-
ing the presence of two distinct imidazolium nitrogens in the molecule. This
analysis is confirmed by the lower intensity of this peak as compared to the
other two, indicating a longer distance from the protons correlating with the
other nitrogen, once again compatible with the molecular structure of Mat-
PrIm. The conformation of the organic moieties with respect to the surface
is also important to help understand the folding of functionalities and the
derived properties. A 2D 1H-29Si correlation spectrum of Mat-PrIm could
be acquired in 10 min. The cross peak at (-64.7 ppm 29Si/1.2 ppm 1H) shows
the expected correlations between the T site silicon atoms (silicon bonded to
the carbon of the organic moiety) and the aliphatic protons of carbon C1”
and C2”. The cross peak at (-99.8 ppm 29Si/7.6 ppm 1H) shows a correlation
between the Q sites silicon atoms and the aromatic protons. This correlation
indicates that the imidazolium ring is in close proximity to the surface of the
material and that the tether folds to maximize the interaction between the
aromatic groups and the surface functionalities.[81, 82]

5.2.2 Full Characterization of a New Pd Catalyst

Following this study, we naturally turned our attention to a metal function-
nalized material, with the study of a palladium-NHC complex (Mat-Pd,
Figure 5.4 (A)), an efficient precatalyst for the Z-selective semihydrogena-
tion of alkynes.[138] The material was passivated with deuterated TMS for
the reasons developed in chapter IV and a 16 mM solution of bCTbK in TCE
was used as a polarizing solution. However, the enhancements obtained on
the material remained quite low (20), probably due to the presence of resid-
ual KHMDS (Figure 5.4 (A)), a base used to deprotonate the imidazolium
ring during the synthesis. KHMDS posses 6 methyl groups, with short T1,
therefore harming the DNP enhancements. KHMDS can be clearly identified
on the 13C and 29Si 1D spectra and 2D spectra ([-15 ppm 29Si/0 ppm 1H]
and [0 ppm 13C/0 ppm 1H] ), and the correlation spectra seem to indicate
that the KHMDS is in an isolated environment. Complete assignment of the
1H, 13C and 29Si resonance compatible with the proposed molecular struc-
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Figure 5.4: (A) Structure, (B) 13C DNP SENS CP MAS spectra (C) 1H-13C
and (D) 1H-29Si DNP SENS two-dimensional HETCOR spectra of Mat-Pd.
Leftover of KHMDS (structure given in (A)) can be clearly identified on the
NMR spectra.

ture were possible, but will be spared to the reader here. The interested
reader can find the complete reasoning leading to the attribution in ref [138].
Note that the low enhancements were sufficient to observe the carbene center
(carbon bound to the palladium) within 35 minutes, when such experiments
usually require partial labeling of the sample and over a day of acquisition
using rt NMR.[136] As previously observed on similar materials, the 1H-29Si
HETCOR spectra indicate proximities between the Pd-allyl protons and the
carbons of surface trimethylsilyl groups. Lelli et al. demonstrated that these
interactions can be linked to the activity of the catalysts.[82] The higher en-
hancements provided by bulkier radicals, as well as the optimization of the
sample preparation made it possible to use NMR to try and measure dis-
tance constraints in view of determining quantitatively the conformation of
the catalyst with respect to the surface, detailed in the next section.
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Figure 5.5: Molecular structure of Mat-PrIm,TMS, Mat-PrImPt and
Mat-PrImNPt. The labelled nitrogen is marked in red on the structures.

5.3 Surface Conformation.

As previously stated, the conformation of heterogeneous catalysts with re-
spect to the surface is of great importance for their catalytic activity; and
therefore the knowledge of these conformations is essential for the rational de-
sign of efficient materials. Solid-state NMR is a technique that allows the di-
rect experiments measurement of distance constraints (atom-atom distances,
dihedral angles for instance). As shown by Lelli et al. DNP SENS applied on
catalysts precursor allow the qualitative determination of surface interaction,
which can eventually be linked to the activity of the catalyst[82]. We pro-
pose to investigate the detailed structure of a Pt catalyst Mat-PrImPt, and
of a slightly modified compound Mat-PrImNPt (Figure 5.5) which should
present different interaction with the surface. In order to probe the proxim-
ity of the organic moiety to the surface, 1H-13C and 1H-29Si Lee-Goldburg
CP (LGCP) build-up curves are used.[139] If the organic moiety folds on
the surface, proximities between the aromatic protons and the silicon Q sites
are expected. Interaction with the TMS silicon provides another source of
structural information. Figure 5.6 (A) shows the 2D LGCP-HETCOR pulse
sequence, as well as an example of 1H-13C and 1H-29Si LGCP-HECTOR
on the precursor of this catalyst, Mat-PrIm,TMS. Note that the resolu-
tion in the proton dimension is sufficient to discriminate the H1, H2, H3 and
aromatic protons. Build-up curves were extracted from a series of 2D LGCP-
HETCOR experiments with various contact times (Figure 5.6 (B) and (C)).
As expected, the LGCP build-up indicate proximities between the aromatic
protons and carbon, and H1 and the silicon T sites. Interestingly, correla-
tion between protons of the organic moiety and the silicon Q sites and TMS
silicon could be obtained, indicating folding of the organic moiety towards
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Figure 5.6: (A) LGCP-HETCOR pulse sequence, (B) Mat-PrIm,TMS im-
pregnated with 16 mM TEKPOL2 solution in TCE
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Figure 5.7: (A) REDOR pulse sequence (B) 15N-13C3 (C) 15N-13C2 and (D)
15N-13C1 REDOR dephasing curves of Mat-PrIm,TMS impregnated with
16 mM TEKPOL2 solution in TCE (squares) and the best distance fit (line)

the surface. The fitting of these curves to determine complete structures is
currently underway.

Structural information can also be obtained from Rotational-Echo, Double-
Resonance NMR (REDOR), an experiment for measuring the dipolar cou-
pling between a heteronuclear spin pair, and eventually the distance between
the two atoms.[140] In our case, it is used to probe 15N-13C. Due to sensi-
tivity issues, and the presence of multiple nitrogens in the molecule, labeling
of one of the nitrogen was mandatory (see Figure 5.5). 15N-13C3, 15N-13C2,
and15N-13C1 distances could be extracted (Figure 5.7). The 15N-13C3 and
15N-13C2 extracted are relatively close to canonical values. The 15N-13C1

provides a strong distance constraint on the conformation of the chain and
allows to discriminate between trans and gauche conformation and fixes the
C1-C2-C3-N dihedral angles, once again indicating folding onto the surface.
More work on the REDOR is currently being done, and the possibility of us-
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Figure 5.8: Molecular structures of Mat-PrIm,TMS with (A) the 15N-13C1

distance of 2.9 Åobtained with the REDOR experiments and proximities
between the aromatic ring and the TMS moiety given by the LGCP exper-
iments, and (B) in a trans conformation and the ring pointing away from
the surface., yielding a 15N-13C1 of 3.6 Å. Structure A is compatible with the
data, while structure B is not.

ing 15N-29Si REDOR experiments to extract more constraints is investigated.
The next step in this study would be to run the same experiments on the Pt
functionalized material and see if the conformation is changed.
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Chapter 6

DNP SENS on polarisation

conductors

So far, DNP SENS was used to selectively polarize the protons at the surface
of materials, and subsequently the heteroatoms present at the surface (or
just underneath[83]) via CP. As the core of the materials contained no pro-
tons, this technique is very efficient at selecting the surface of the materials,
where the active sites reside. This approach presents many similarities with
DNP in bulk; with the radical being more or less homogeneously dispersed
in the pores of the materials (or interstices between the materials). But if
the materials contains a significant amount of protons in its core, the hy-
perpolarization is expected to be transferred to the core of the material via
proton-proton spin diffusion, thereby changing significantly the dynamics of
the system. This chapter will explore some application of DNP SENS to
polarization-conductors. After laying a succinct theoretical background on
spin diffusion, we will see how polarization of the surface of micro crystals can
lead to hyperpolarization of the whole systems, before seeing an application
of this technique to pharmaceutical compounds. Finally, a last part will be
dedicated to the calculation of spin-diffusion coefficient using ab initio spin
dynamics simulations.

6.1 Spin Diffusion

6.1.1 Generalities

Spin diffusion is a process which opposes any inhomogeneity of polarization in
a solid. The concept was first introduced in 1949 by Bloembergen to explain
the unexpected efficiency of paramagnetic impurities as relaxation sinks in a
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solid sample:[141] although paramagnetic impurities are expected to reduce
considerably the T1, their range of action is limited. Their impact over the
whole sample had to involve spatial transfer of polarization, via what was
called spin diffusion. Nuclear spin diffusion can be defined as a spontaneous
transfer of polarization between (homonuclear) spins driven by the dipolar
interaction. A non-uniform distribution of polarization in the sample can be
created by selecting a group of spin using spectroscopic parameters allowing
for their individual selection (such as chemical shift); or can be found when
polarization is created or depleted faster in some regions of the sample (due
to differences in relaxation times for instance or local hyperpolarization).

The high-field secular Hamiltonian for two coupled spins i and j is:

H =
µ0�

2~2
8⇡r3ij

(1� 3cos2✓ij)(2IizIjz �
1

2
(Ii+Ij� + Ii�Ij+)) (6.1)

where rij is the distance between the spins and ✓ij is the angle between the
static magnetic field and the internuclear vector.

Although spin diffusion is a coherent microscopic process driven by dipo-
lar interaction, the dynamic of the system can be described by a macroscopic
equation of diffusion:[141, 118, 142, 143, 144]

@P

@t
= D�P (6.2)

where P is the polarization in the lattice, � the Laplacian operator and D
the diffusion constant. This constant can be measured experimentally and
number of experiments are available to do so.[145, 146] Due to its spatial
dependance, spin diffusion is also widely used in NMR to measure distances
between nuclei and plays an important role in structural determination.

In our case, spin diffusion is of great importance because the DNP process
will create a gradient of polarization in the sample, between the spins that
are directly polarized by the electrons and the others. With the impregna-
tion DNP approach used for DNP SENS above, only the surface is polarized,
but if the material can conduct polarization (i.e. protons are present in the
bulk), spin diffusion will be important to polarize the whole structure, as we
will see in the next sections.
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6.1.2 DNP and Spin Diffusion

In Frozen Solution

A simple picture of DNP was for a long time to say that protons close to the
radical center were polarized directly through the CE and that 1H-1H spin
diffusion equilibrated the polarization throughout the sample. Recent studies
showed that the actual picture is more complicated, and that protons further
away from the radical could be directly polarized.[34, 35, 37, 36] Although
very interesting, this debate is out of the scope of this work and will not be
detailed here.

Polarizing Nanocrystals

In 2006, van der Wel et al. used DNP to investigate nanocrystals of the
amyloid-forming peptide GNNQQNY7�13 derived from the yeast prion pro-
tein Sup35p.[79] Even if these crystals are insoluble in water, they managed
to obtain high enhancements ( ⇠ 120 at 5 T and 90 K) by suspending them
in the usual TOTAPOL solution in 60:30:10 glycerol:D2O:H2O. Their study
shows that only a small fraction of the crystal is polarized directly through
the usual DNP processes, at the solvent/matrix interface; and that spin dif-
fusion allows for the hyperpolarization to travel into the crystal. Using a
1D steady-state model based on Fick’s law, and taking into account nuclear
relaxation, they showed that in their case, substantial polarization could be
obtained at the center of the crystal (up to 50 % of the surface enhancement).
Using these results, Debelouchkina et al. investigated by NMR the structure
of both GNNQQNY nanocrystals and amyloid fibrils.[66]

These results proved that polarization conducting materials could be
studied using DNP and that objects up to 100 nm could be efficiently polar-
ized. The longstanding interest of our team for NMR crystallography made
us wonder wether this technique could be applied to micro crystals, and in
particular to compounds with long T1.

6.2 DNP on Organic Micro-Crystals
Solid-state NMR is the richest source of structural and dynamic information
for powdered solids. Today it is probably most widely employed to character-
ize powdered (microcrystalline) molecular samples, and experiments employ-
ing 1H, 13C, and increasingly other nuclei (e.g., 15/14N, 19F, 31P, 35Cl, etc.) are
now routinely employed as probes of structure and packing (i.e., hydrogen
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bonding).[147, 145, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159,
160] For example, structural polymorphism is an issue of great importance
for pharmaceutically relevant compounds, and solid-state NMR is today a
primary tool for investigating and differentiating polymorphs.[149, 152, 161,
162, 163, 164, 165, 166] In favorable cases it is possible to determine complete
de novo three-dimensional crystal structures from solid-state NMR of pow-
ders. Such NMR crystallography approaches are performed with a number
of techniques, using NMR alone, or in combination with DFT chemical shift
calculations, structure prediction methods, or powder X-ray diffraction.

However, the main limitation to the broader application of these methods
is the poor sensitivity of NMR. This can be illustrated through the low sen-
sitivity of natural abundance 13C or 15N experiments. It is often impractical
to record 15N spectra at natural abundance except for the simplest, most
concentrated compounds. Even in favorable cases, two-dimensional 13C-13C
correlation experiments or one-dimensional spectral editing experiments re-
quire times on the order of days. Such experiments are usually unavoidable
to assign resonances, with the assignment step being essential to determine
detailed structures or dynamics. For compounds with unfavorable properties
one-dimensional spectra are often a challenge and it is usually impossible to
perform more complex NMR experiments.

Long relaxation times are particularly problematic. Rigid compounds, for
example, sulfathiazole,[167] glucose, and many other organic solids,[168, 169,
170, 171, 172] typically possess proton spin-lattice relaxation times ranging
from 150 to 1000 s at room temperature. In comparison, compounds, such
as most proteins, which are flexible and/or possess methyl groups, are char-
acterized by short T1(1H) on the order of 2 s. The sensitivity of solid-state
NMR experiments will thus be reduced by at least an order of magnitude
in such compounds.[141] One solution to the relaxation time problem is to
add low concentrations of paramagnetic impurities into the crystalline lattice
to enhance relaxation;[168, 141] however, this cannot be a general approach
as doping requires recrystallization or irradiation and results in modified or
impure phases. In particular, for example, it is not applicable to the study
of polymorphs or pharmaceutical compounds. Another approach currently
developed in our group, and which would not modify the sample, would be
to coat the exterior of the crystal with paramagnetic species and therefore
reduce the T1(1H) of the sample. This approach can easily be combined with
DNP, using the usual polarizing agents (TOTAPOL, bTbK, bCTbK...) as
the coating paramagnet. DNP-enhanced NMR spectra can be obtained from
micro-crystalline solids by impregnation with radical-containing organic so-
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lutions, where the impregnating liquids are carefully chosen to be nonsolvents
for the compounds. In order to understand how for such externally doped
organic solids 1H-1H spin diffusion can efficiently relay enhanced polarization
over micrometer length scales and yield substantial bulk " a numerical model
has been developed taking into account both spin diffusion and T1 relaxation.

6.2.1 Numerical Simulations of Spin Diffusion.

The theoretical model is similar to that presented by Griffin and co-workers;[79]
however, here we develop a framework suited to samples with long T1 values
and larger three-dimensional objects. Notably the framework is numerical
and is not limited to the steady state. We note in passing that several other
research groups have presented models describing the enhanced longitudinal
relaxation of systems heterogeneously doped with paramagnets.

Theoretical framework

The aim is to simulate polarization build-up curves for crystalline materials
externally coated with radical solutions. The model must account for exper-
iments with and without microwave irradiation to drive DNP. The starting
point here for the analysis is the diffusion equation under the assumption
that the crystals possess spherical symmetry:

@P (r, t)

@t
= D(

@2P (r, t)

@r2
+

2

r

@P (r, t)

@r
)� P (r, t)� P0(r)

T1(r)
(6.3)

where r is the distance from the center of the spherical crystal in angstroms
(0 < r < R with R the crystal radius), t is time in seconds (0 < t < 1),
P (r, t) represents the polarization, which is a function of position and time,
and P0(r) is the local equilibrium polarization in the absence of spin diffu-
sion (for example, thermal equilibrium corresponds to P0(r) = 1). To solve
this equation we make the following assumptions: (i) we assume that at the
surface of the crystal there is a layer for which T1 is reduced by direct para-
magnetic relaxation. The T1 at the surface is short (T1,surf , taken here to
be 1 ms). The T1 of the nuclei near the surface increases with increasing
distance from the surface with a classical (r�6) dependence. Within a few
tens of angstroms from the surface T1 attains the value of the intrinsic core
T1 (T1,core, assumed here to be 700 s). (ii) P0(r) is set as follows: for the case
of no microwave irradiation, the equilibrium polarization is arbitrarily cho-
sen to be 1 everywhere. For simulations with microwave irradiation to drive
DNP, we consider that a 20 Å shell is directly enhanced by DNP. For this
shell P0 is 100, while for the rest of the crystal P0 is 1. Under the influence
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Figure 6.1: (A) MW On and Off build up curves (B) Signal build-up MW
On for various positions in the crystal (C) " as a function of build-up time
and (D) " profiles in the crystal for different times simulated for a crystal of
4µm diameter, with a T1 of 700 seconds. The surface T1 was set to 2 s, and
the diffusion constant was set to 10�3 µ2.s�1
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of spin diffusion, polarization will then tend to be equalized throughout the
crystal. Here we do not assume a steady state condition, since T1,core for the
microcrystalline samples is often greater than 500 s at low temperatures, and
a steady state is not usually achieved in the experiments.

To solve this equation, it is necessary to have a set of initial and bound-
ary conditions. Here our initial condition corresponds to the saturation of all
polarization before the build-up; and the boundary condition is a so-called
Neumann boundary condition and corresponds to a situation where no po-
larization is diffusing out of the crystal (i.e., there can only be diffusion of
polarization from the surface of the crystal inward; this is physically reason-
able if the radical-containing solvent layer has a short T1, which will always
be the case here). These conditions translates in mathematical terms to:

P (r, 0) = 0 (6.4)

and
D
@P (R, t)

@r
� R

T1,surf
[P (R, t)� P0(R)] = 0 (6.5)

With these two conditions the diffusion equation can be numerically inte-
grated to obtain the polarization as a function of time and position. If the
polarization is integrated over the spherical crystal, the volume weighted
signal build-up function S(t, R) for a crystal of radius R can be obtained:

Son/off (R, t) =

Z R

0

Pon/off (r, t)r
2dr (6.6)

where Son corresponds to the microwave irradiation case and Soff corresponds
to no microwave. The DNP enhancement for a single crystallite as a function
of time can then be calculated as:

"(R, t) =
Son(R, t)

Soff (R, t)
(6.7)

Using these assumptions, numerical spin diffusion models were constructed
with MatLab v7.10 (The MathWorks, Inc.).

First results, analysis of the MW on and off build up curves

The few angstrom layer affected by the PRE will build up polarization quickly
(with a T1 ranging between 1ms and 700s). The rest of the crystal will build
up polarization slowly. This difference of build-up rate throughout the crys-
tal means that at any time, there will be a gradient of polarization in the
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Figure 6.2: blue: Simulated build up curve of the signal at the center of
a 4 µm crystal, with a 700 s core T1 and a 2 s surface T1. The surface
enhancement was set to 100. Black: Theoretical monoexponential build-
up curve for a pristine crystal with a 700 s T1. The thermal equilibrium
polarization was arbitrarily set to 1.

crystal (the outside being more polarized than the inside). Spin diffusion will
tend to homogenize polarization by transferring some from the outside of the
crystal to its inside, therefore leading to a quicker build-up. At a given time,
the amount of polarization transferred from faster-building regions depends
on the position in the crystal, therefore leading to position-dependent build
up curves (Figure 6.1) Therefore, integration over the whole crystal leads to a
build up that can be fitted using stretched exponentials to take into account
the distribution build up behaviors throughout the crystal, as illustrated if
Figure 6.1 and Table 6.2.1. When the MW is turned on, not only the outside
of the crystal relaxes rapidly, but it builds up to a enhanced, non-thermal
polarization due to direct DNP enhancement (100 in our simulations). This
hyperpolarization will be propagated inside the crystal in the same fashion
thermal polarization was, but T1 relaxation will tend to dissipate it as it
progresses inside of the material. The outer zones of the crystals are going
to be the more polarized ones, and therefore will weight more on the signal
(obtained by integration over the crystal). As they also are the one building
faster, the MW ON build-up curve will each more quickly equilibrium than
the MW Off one. The behavior of " as a function of time seen in Figure
6.1 can be explained by the fact that at short times, only the outside of
the crystal weights in the integral, therefore leading to high enhancements.
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MW Off MW On

T ⇤
1
a (s) 192 251

�a 0.65 0.69

T̄1
b 262 322

r2c 0.999 0.999

a: The simulated build-up curves were fitted with a stretched exponential function
of the form: I(t) = I0[1 � exp(�(t/T ⇤

1 )
�)]. b: Center of the T1 distribution given

by: T̄1 = T

⇤
1 /� ⇤ �(1/�) . c correlation coefficient.

Table 6.1: Fit parameters for the simulated build-up curves

At longer times, the center of the crystal starts to get polarized, with lower
enhancements than the surface due to T1 induced dissipation, therefore low-
ering the overall enhancement of the crystal. This can be seen in details in
Figure 6.2: up to 500s, the build up of polarization at the center of the crystal
matches the theoretical mono exponential build up. After this point, hyper-
polarization reaches the center of the crystal and its polarization increases
more rapidly and to a higher value (around 8 here).

Influence of T1(1H) on "

As seen in Figure 6.3, with larger values of the core T1 values the DNP
enhancements are larger since enhanced polarization can diffuse over greater
distances before being dispersed by longitudinal relaxation. However, longer
core T1 values are also predicted to be accompanied by slower signal build-up
rates

Influence of the crystal size on "

Figure 6.3 shows that smaller crystals yield higher enhancements. This can
be explained by the smaller length over which polarization has to diffuse,
yielding to less efficient T1 relaxation. Note that as the particle size goes
to zero, the enhancement profile converges toward that of a frozen solution,
where " do not depend on the build up time. In order to more accurately
reproduce the experimental results and reproduce the dispersion of crystal
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Figure 6.3: Simulated " for (A) a 4 µm radius crystal with different T1,core

and (B) various crystal sizes with a 700s T1,core

sizes, powder-averaged results can be generating using a distribution of sizes
(normal, Weibull etc...). To reproduce the results on crystal ground by hand,
we used a Weibull distribution. However, the general trends obtained for " as
a function of time, particle size or proton T1 are similar to the ones obtained
using single crystals, so the powder-averaged results will not be treated here.
The interested reader can find them in ref [123].

6.2.2 Experimental results.

DNP Solid-State NMR Experiments on Microcrystalline Glucose.

Glucose was chosen for this study because it possesses a long T1(1H) of
⇠ 180 s at room temperature. The T1 at 100 K is estimated to be 650 s.
Prior to DNP experiments, its solubility in several organic liquids suitable for
DNP was screened by visual inspection and solution NMR experiments.[123]
Glucose was found to be insoluble or very weakly soluble in several organic
liquids. 1,1,2,2-tetrabromoethane (EtBr4) was chosen since the 13C chemi-
cal shift of this solvent (centered around 47 ppm) has minimal overlap with
the glucose resonances. The bCTbK biradical was employed as a polarizing
agent. The glucose sample was finely ground by hand in a mortar and pestle
to reduce the average grain size. The sample was impregnated with a mini-
mal amount of 16 mM bCTbK EtBr4 solution by using the incipient wetness
impregnation technique, then transferred to a sapphire rotor.
"C,CP greater than 60 are readily obtained, and as predicted above the magni-
tude of "C,CP depends upon the recycle delay (⌧) used to acquire the spectra
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Figure 6.4: (A) Normalized signal intensities as a function of ⌧ for the 13C
resonance at 90.7 ppm acquired with (black) and without (red) microwave
irradiation. Stretched exponential fits of the experimental curves are shown
in dashed lines. The results of the curve fitting are given in Table 1. (B)
The measured value of "C,CP as a function of ⌧ (open circles) and values
calculated with a ratio of stretched exponential functions (green line). (C)
2D refocused INADEQUATE[173] 13C-13C correlation spectrum of glucose
acquired at natural isotopic abundance. A 13C CP/MAS spectrum acquired
with 4 scans and a 60 s recycle delay is overlaid on top of the projection spec-
trum for comparison. The spectrum was acquired in a total experiment time
of 16 h (30 s recycle delay, 30 t1 increments, 64 scans per t1 increment, and
�t1 = 80 µs). A 4 ms delay was employed for generation of double quantum
coherences. The molecular structure of glucose is shown and the carbon reso-
nances are assigned. The connectivity of the carbon atoms is mapped out on
the 2D spectrum (green line). Note that the one bond carbon-carbon scalar
(J) couplings are resolved in !2 dimension of the INADEQUATE spectrum.
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MW Off MW On

T ⇤
1
a (s) 293 390

�a 0.60 0.66

T̄1
b 440 524

"c1 - 60

a: Experimental build-up curves were fitted with a stretched exponential function
of the form: I(t) = I0[1� exp(�(t/T ⇤

1 )
�)]. The average build up fitted over 3 pics

are given here b: Center of the T1 distribution given by: T̄1 = T

⇤
1 /� ⇤ �(1/�) . c

Steady-state ".

Table 6.2: Fit parameters for the experimental build-up curves

(Figure 6.4 (A),(B)). With DNP very high S/N spectra can be rapidly ac-
quired. For example, for the spectrum acquired with microwave irradiation
and a 60 s recycle delay the S/N is about 750 after only 4 scans (4 minutes
experimental time). As expected, the MW On and Off build up differ quite
significantly and can be fitted quite accurately using stretched exponential
functions (Figure 6.4 (A) (B) and table 6.2.2).

Importantly, we note that despite the fact that the samples are cooled to
100 K to obtain a large " , the resolution of the spectrum is comparable to
that obtained at room temperature, with average full widths at half height
(⇤) of 0.33 ppm at 105 K as compared to 0.28 ppm at 298 K for dry pow-
dered glucose.[123] The high spectral resolution observed here contrasts with
that typically observed in DNP solid-state NMR experiments on molecules
dissolved/immobilized in glass-forming solvents where ⇤ is typically on the
order of 2-5 ppm. The small ⇤ for glucose (and other microcrystalline solids,
vide infra) at 105 K are obtained because such rigid molecules exist in a
highly ordered environment within the crystalline lattice that does not be-
come disordered at low temperature. This is consistent with Griffin and
co-workers who obtained high resolution for microcrystalline tripeptides at
85 K.[79]
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Figure 6.5: (A) SEM images (FEI Quanta 200 FEG ESEM) of the as-received
microcrystalline glucose and glucose that was ground by hand in a mortar
and pestle. (B) DNP-enhanced 1H-13C CP MAS spectra of the as-received
glucose and ground glucose acquired with 4 scans and a 10 s recycle de-
lay. The broad resonance of EtBr4 centered around 45 ppm is also visible.
(C) Molecular structure and 1H-13C CP MAS solid-state NMR spectra of
paracetamol impregnated with 16 mM bCTbK 1,3-dibromobutane solution
acquired with (black) and without (red) microwave irradiation. The "C,CP ,
intensity scaling factor of the microwave off spectra, S/N, recycle delay, and
number of scans acquired for each spectrum are provided.
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The Influence of Grain Size and T1 on "

The effects of the grain size on " were investigated by performing DNP ex-
periments on both glucose ground by hand in a mortar and pestle and on
as-received glucose (Figure 6.5). Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images
of both samples are also pictured (Figure 6.5). As predicted in the theory
section, for the ground and as received samples we observed "C,CP of 60 and
35 respectively, for experiments conducted with a ⌧ of 10 s. In addition to the
reduction in "C,CP for the as-received sample, the signal per unit mass of the
as-received sample was 11.5 times lower than that of the ground sample. This
reduction occurs because both the "C,CP and the relaxation properties of the
as-received sample will be less favorable due to the lower accessible surface
area, and larger grain size. SEM images of the two samples show that the
grain sizes are heterogeneous in both samples; however, for the as-received
sample there are many more large particles, with particles as large as 500 µm
present (Figure 6.5). Conversely, in the ground sample there are many more
sub-20 µm diameter grains. Both the reduction in " and an increase in T ⇤

1

are predicted for larger grain sizes by our theoretical model. This illustrates
that by simply grinding the sample by hand prior to DNP experiments, larger
enhancements and improved sensitivity can be obtained. (Although we note
that this may not always be possible since some polymorphs are sensitive
to even gentle grinding. In rare cases, extreme grinding may also introduce
defects into the crystal or at the surface that enhance longitudinal relaxation
rates; which might reduce the DNP enhancement that could be obtained).

In order to verify the predicted impact of short T1 on the enhance-
ment, similar experiments were performed on microcrystalline paracetamol
(acetaminophen). Paracetamol contains a methyl group and T1(1H) is on
the order of 2 s at room temperature. At 105 K for a sample impregnated
with a 16 mM bCTbK Br2Bu solution (which provides lower DNP enhance-
ments than EtBr4; but was necessary as paracetamol is soluble in EtBr4) the
relaxation data could be fit with a monoexponential function and T1(1H)
was measured to be 13.7(5) s (with DNP). A "C,CP of 5 was obtained. As
expected from the short value of T1 and our theoretical modeling, the value
of "C,CP is greatly reduced as compared to the "C,CP for glucose.

Acquisition of Natural Abundance 2D 13C-13C Correlation Spectra.

For glucose the large sensitivity enhancements provided by low-temperature
DNP experiments enable the acquisition of 13C CP/MAS spectra with S/N
of around 1000 in experiment times on the order of minutes. It is necessary
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to have a high level of S/N for natural abundance 13C-13C correlation ex-
periments since the S/N will be reduced by at least a factor of 100 by the
double-quantum 13C filter. Figure 6.4 (D) shows a 2D 13C-13C through-bond
refocused INADEQUATE spectrum. The INADEQUATE spectrum enables
the connectivity of the molecule to be determined, which immediately yields
the assignment of the complete 13C spectrum. We note that the carbon-
carbon J- couplings are well resolved in , highlighting the high resolution of
the low-temperature spectrum. A natural abundance through-space (dipo-
lar) 2D POST-C7 113C-13C correlation spectrum was also acquired, probing
through-space contacts.[123] We note that both 2D spectra were acquired
with experiment times of only approximately 16 h each. For comparison, the
acquisition of natural abundance 13C 2D INADEQUATE spectra of micro-
crystalline organic complexes with favorable relaxation characteristics usually
requires experiment times on the order of 3 to 10 days even with larger size
rotors and higher static magnetic fields than those used here. Acquisition
of a 13C-13C correlation spectrum of crystalline glucose without DNP would
require months of spectrometer time, which clearly demonstrates the large
sensitivity enhancement provided by DNP.

To prove the applicability of this technique to non-model and more com-
plex systems, we used it on a classic system that displays polymorphism and
has been extensively studied: sulfathiazole.[167] Sulfathiazole lacks methyl
groups and its T1(1H) is between 200 and 500 s at rt for the various poly-
morphs. Experiments were performed on a sample of ground sulfathiazole
impregnated with a 16 mM bCTbK solution in BuBr2 (sulfathiazole being
soluble in EtBr4). All of the results and observations from DNP experiments
on sulfathiazole are similar to those made for glucose. While relaxation
measurements of T1(1H) were not performed for sulfathiazole, the value of
"C,CP was observed to be strongly dependent upon ⌧ ("(⌧ = 10s) = 57,
"(⌧ = 30) = 51 and"(⌧ = 120s) = 43). With "C,CP greater than 40, very
high S/N spectra could be rapidly acquired and once again there appears
to be no major loss in resolution at low temperatures. The large sensitivity
gain provided by DNP again enabled the acquisition of a 2D refocused IN-
ADEQUATE in only 16 h at natural 13C isotopic abundance (Figure 6.6),
yielding the complete carbon-13 assignment.

These examples show that DNP could be of great use for the study of
compounds with long T1 by NMR, providing both enhancement and faster
build up of the signal. This method is also potentially useful to study solid
solutions or formulations, and could be used to extract domain sizes thanks
to the dependance of " with the size of the particles. In the next session, we
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Figure 6.6: 2D refocused INADEQUATE 13C-13C correlation spectrum of
sulfathiazole acquired at natural isotopic abundance. A 13C CP MAS spec-
trum is overlaid on top of the projection spectrum for comparison. The
spectrum was acquired in the same condition as the glucose INADEQUATE
described in the caption of Figure 6.4. The molecular structure of sulfathi-
azole is shown and the carbon resonances are assigned. The connectivity of
the carbon atoms is mapped out on the 2D spectrum.

will focus on the application of DNP on pharmaceutical formulations.

6.3 DNP Enhanced NMR to Probe the Mi-
crostructure of Formulations

The characterization of the composition and structure of formulated multi-
component materials in general, and of pharmaceutical formulations in par-
ticular, is of great industrial importance today, yet in many respects it re-
mains an unsolved analytical challenge. While several methods can be used
as indirect probes of the properties of formulations, there are very few direct
probes available. While NMR based techniques have have been successfully
demonstrated for the characterization of pure crystalline powdered solids, it
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would be of great interest to extend these techniques to the characterization
of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) in formulations. This could en-
able solid-state NMR structure determination “in situ”, allowing polymorph
screening and identification, quantification of the degree of crystallinity of
the API, measurement of domain sizes, and/or the determination of API-
excipient interactions. Characterization of these properties is especially im-
portant, since they influence the activity/release properties of the formula-
tions, and the overall stability of the API phase.[174, 175, 176, 177] However,
the characterization of formulated APIs by solid-state NMR is often challeng-
ing due to the combination of the intrinsically low sensitivity of NMR, long
T1 and the low API content of many formulations (typically between 5 and 10
wt %). More importantly, the 1H and 13C solid-state NMR spectra of formu-
lations generally possess many overlapping resonances from the large number
of constituents, and multidimensional NMR spectra are generally required to
restore spectral resolution and information content. Moreover, multidimen-
sional methods are often essential to probe API-excipient interactions, or any
of the other structural features discussed above. In formulations where reso-
lution is high enough to permit 1H NMR experiments[161] or highly receptive
nuclei are present (such as 19F and 23Na), multidimensional experiments are
possible even at low API loadings.[178, 179, 180, 181] However, the low sen-
sitivity of NMR usually precludes multidimensional acquisitions at natural
isotopic abundance for 13C and 15N (to our knowledge, multidimensional 13C
experiments have only been previously reported for model formulations with
high API contents >30 wt %),[182, 183, 184, 162] and thus, low sensitivity
is the key barrier to the introduction of in situ NMR structural characteri-
zation methods for formulations. Applying the method previously developed
on microcrystalline samples to pharmaceutical formulations would allows the
rapid acquisition of 1D and 2D 1H-13C and 1H-15N solid-state NMR spectra
from drug formulations, at natural isotopic abundance, with low API con-
tents between and could be used to determine in situ the distributions of
domain sizes of the API in a formulation.

6.3.1 Measuring API Domain Sizes with DNP

Here we use the dependance of " on the build-up time ⌧ to probe the domain
sizes of the particles of amorphous cetirizine dihydrochloride (A) present
within the complex superstructure within the formulation F1, obtained by
impregnating a tablet containing 8.6 wt% of API with a 24 mM solution
of TEKPOL in TCE. Very detailed description of the sample preparation,
solubility of the API in TCE and other experimental parameters can be
found in ref. [185], but will not be developed here. Such NMR domain
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Figure 6.7: (A) Signal build-ups observed for F1 with a saturation recovery
CP pulse sequence with (black) and without (red) microwave irradiation.
Curves were fit with stretched exponential functions. The values of T ⇤

1 and �
are indicated. (B) The measured values of "C,CP for the API resonance of F1
at 128 ppm as a function of polarization time. The inset shows "C,CP at short
⌧ . Error bars were calculated by propagation of error using the noise levels of
the spectra acquired with and without microwave irradiation as the standard
deviation. (C) Measured values of 13C CP for the povidone resonance of
F1 at 41.5 ppm. The average value of "C,CP for P was 43, and this was
assumed to be the enhancement at the surface of the API particles ("0). (D)
Comparison between experimental and simulated " of the API as a function
of ⌧ using a numerical model of spin diffusion for spherical particles of the
indicated radius. (E) Simulations of the variation of " for different Weibull
distributions of the particle radius. (F) Plots of the Weibull distributions of
the particle radius used in part E. Weibull distributions 1, 2 and 3 employed
shape parameters (k) of 1.5 and the center of the distributions (?) was 0.10,
0.15 and 0.20 µm, respectively. For all simulations, the surface enhancement
("0) was fixed at 43, the proton longitudinal relaxation time (T1) of the API
was 5.3 s, the T1 at the surface of the particles was set to 2.3 s to match the
T1 measured for povidone, and the diffusion constant (D) was 1.0 105A2.s�1.
Taken from ref [185].
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size measurements in complex materials (such as polymer blends) are usu-
ally accomplished with 1H spin diffusion correlation experiments; however,
this requires resolution of the different phases (or amorphous/crystalline do-
mains) within the directly or indirectly detected 1H NMR spectrum. For
example, the molecular level association of APIs and excipients can be con-
firmed with dipolar HETCOR experiments. Carbon-13 detected proton T1

measurements for excipients and API signals are also useful to place an upper
limit on the size of API domains: the observation of distinct T1’s for the API
and excipients proves phase separation, while the observation of a common
T1 usually suggests that the API exists in domains smaller than 100 nm that
are well mixed with the excipient(s). However, domain sizes have never been
directly measured by NMR for a formulated pharmaceutical compound. The
advantage of the DNP based method is that no 1H chemical shift differences
are required; rather, only CP signal build-ups with and without microwaves
need to be observed. For these experiments, F1 was packed into a thin wall
3.2 mm zirconia rotor to maximize sensitivity in the experiments without
DNP.

As shown in Figure 6.7 (A) and (B), similar to previous observations
for crystalline solids, we observed stretched exponential signal build-ups and
a significant variation in "C,CP for the aromatic API carbon resonances as
a function of ⌧ . This clearly indicates that A exists in distinct particulate
domains within F1 and that the API is externally polarized through proton
spin diffusion. Using our previously developed numerical model of the diffu-
sion equation, we can simulate the signal build-up rates and variation in "
with ⌧ for different particle size ranges. We assume that the proton longitu-
dinal relaxation time within the amorphous A particles is 5.3 s based upon
a measurement of the proton T1 for amorphous A in F1 in the absence of
added radical solution at 110 K. The enhancement at the surface of the API
particles ("0) was assumed to be equal to the "C,CP value measured for the P
resonance at 41.5 ppm, which was found to be 43 (Figure 6.7 (C)). This as-
sumption was made because the enhancement for the API is similar (but less
than) the enhancement for P at short polarization delays. The enhancement
for P does not decrease with the polarization delay (within the uncertainty
of the measurements), and DNP experiments on pure impregnated P also
indicate that the biradical solution is directly incorporated into the polymer.
The spin diffusion constant (D) was assumed to be equal to 1.0 105 A2.s�1,
a value typical of fully protonated organic solids. Using these parameters,
simulations of " as a function of ⌧ with uniform radius particles provide the
best agreement for 0.3 µm radius particles (Figure 6.7 (D)). For simulations
with (traditional) Weibull distributions of particle radii, we find the agree-
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ment is best with an equivalent distribution having a maximum around 0.07
µm (Figure 6.7 (E)). Note that both the single particle model and Weibull
distribution models predict that the majority of particles have radii less than
0.3 µm. We attempted to confirm the DNP solid-state NMR based API do-
main size measurements with scanning electron microscopy-energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX) mapping of chlorine within F1; however, the
measurements were too insensitive because of the low Cl content of F1. SEM
images of ground F1 indicate the presence of particles smaller than 1 µm
in diameter, which is consistent with the DNP-NMR particle size measure-
ments. As discussed above, in the present case, the impregnation procedure
may slightly reduce the domain size of A due to the partial solubility of
amorphous A in TCE. For formulations with crystalline API, this should not
be an issue.

6.3.2 Probing API-Excipient Interactions with DNP En-

hanced Solid-State NMR

For F1, both the 13C and 15N resonances of the API are much broader
than those observed for the corresponding DNP enhanced spectra of crys-
talline A.[185] The observed chemical shifts and breadths of the observed
resonances are similar to those observed for pure amorphous A, consistent
with an amorphous phase of A within the formulations. The DNP enhanced
15N CP MAS spectra of F1 possess two separated broad features with shifts
centered around ca. 58 and 44 ppm. Additional broad 15N sites with shifts
between 54 and 51 ppm are also clearly visible for F1 and amorphous A.
Natural abundance 2D 1H-15N HETCOR spectra of crystalline and amor-
phous A and F1 are shown in Figure 1H-15N HETCOR NMR spectra were
acquired for F1, since it had the highest API wt %, although sensitivity is
high enough that 2D 15N NMR spectra could also be acquired for the other
formulations. The 1H-15N HETCOR spectrum of F1 acquired with a 3.0 ms
contact time shown in Figure 5F indicates the presence of a 15N chemical shift
for A centered at 51.5 ppm. This 15N chemical shift was not observed in the
15N CP MAS spectra of crystalline A, but a similar chemical shift is observed
in spectra of amorphous A. Within F1, the site at 51.5 ppm correlates to 1H
nuclei with chemical shifts of 1.7 ppm (and other aliphatic protons with shifts
>2.0 ppm). Importantly, this correlation is not observed in the HETCOR
spectra of amorphous A alone. 1H-13C and 1H-15N HETCOR spectra of P
show that the 1H nuclei of P possess shifts between 1.0 and 1.8 ppm, while
all the 1H nuclei in both amorphous and crystalline A possess chemical shifts
greater than 2.7 ppm. Therefore, the 1H-15N correlation at 1.7 and 51.5 ppm
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Figure 6.8: Natural abundance DNP enhanced 1H-15N dipolar HETCOR
spectra of crystalline A (A and B), amorphous A (C and D), and F1 (E
and F). The spectra were acquired with contact times (⌧CP ) of 0.5 ms (top
spectra) and 3.0 ms (lower spectra) to probe for short- and long-range 1H-
15N distances, respectively. Key 15N chemical shifts and 1H correlations
are indicated on the spectra with dashed lines. An expanded view of the
correlations is provided for part F. HETCOR spectra of crystalline A were
acquired with 4 scans per increment, an 8 s polarization delay, 52 individual
t1 increments, and a 64 µs t1 increment (27 min each). HETCOR spectra of
amorphous A were acquired with (C) 64 or (D) 48 scans per increment, a 5.2
s polarization delay, 64 individual t1 increments, and a 64 µs t1 increment
(5.2 and 4.4 h, respectively). HETCOR spectra of F1 were acquired with 128
scans (E) or 96 scans (F) per increment, a 3 s polarization delay, 52 individual
t1 increments, and a 64 µs t1 increment (5.5 and 4.2 h, respectively). During
t1, eDUMBO-122 homonuclear 1H dipolar decoupling[186] was applied and
proton chemical shifts were corrected by applying a scaling factor of 0.57.
The States-TPPI procedure was employed to achieve quadrature detection
in the indirect dimension. Taken from ref [185].
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indicates that a small amount of A is in contact with P (likely through dis-
persive forces and/or hydrogen bonding interactions). As discussed above,
amorphous A exists within small sub-µm domains within F1. The 15N reso-
nance at 51.5 ppm likely corresponds to molecules of A at the surface of the
amorphous API particles which interact with P. 1H-13C HETCOR spectra
of F1 do not unambiguously show correlations between the povidone carbon
nuclei and the protons of A because these key correlations are obscured in
the crowded 1H and 13C spectra. This demonstrates one of the advantages
of 15N solid-state NMR for the analysis of pharmaceutical formulations. Fi-
nally, we note that as discussed above solution 1H NMR spectra of extracts
of F4 in an excess of TCE show signals from A. However, in the solution
1H NMR spectrum, the peaks of A and P are both significantly broadened,
suggesting that the A observed in solution is associated with P, consistent
with the hypotheses above regarding A-P intermolecular interactions.

6.4 Prediction of spin-diffusion coefficients
As stated previously, spin diffusion arises from dipolar coupling and can be
interpreted both on a microscopic an macroscopic level. On a microscopic
level, the exchange of polarization via dipolar coupling is well defined and
can be readily simulated for small spin systems (N < 13) using standard
density-matrix-type approaches.[187, 188, 189] However, the calculation of
macroscopic spin diffusion rates directly from atomic coordinates is compli-
cated by the very large number of spins involved[190] as well as by effects
such as powder averaging and magic-angle spinning (MAS). Typically, spin
diffusion is described on the macroscopic scale using the diffusion equation
or a kinetic model where the polarization transfer rates are determined ei-
ther empirically or from approximations based on simulations of small spin
systems. No method currently exists for the calculation of the macroscopic
spin diffusion rates for large spin systems, directly from the atomic coor-
dinates. In this part, we bridge the gap between the microscopic and the
macroscopic by combining an efficient first-principles method for simulating
the evolution of large-N spin systems with an analytical solution of the 3D
diffusion equation to extract macroscopic spin diffusion coefficients directly
from crystal structures and including experimentally relevant effects such as
MAS and powder averaging.

Our simulation method, called LCL for low-order correlations in Liou-
ville space, uses a reduced Liouville space that includes only low spin orders
to efficiently simulate spin diffusion in very large spin systems.[191] This
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Figure 6.9: (A) Liouville-space representation of the density matrix (zero-
quantum subspace) for N = 7 spins. Each dot represents an element of the
density matrix, organized in rings according to spin order, p. For k = 4,
only the elements in green (p 6 k) are propagated in the simulation. (B)
Histogram of the number of zero-quantum-basis operators for a system of
N = 20 spins as a function of spin order, p. (C) The size of the density
matrix as a function of the number of spins, N, for the full-space (k = N)
and reduced-space (k = 4) cases.

approach has previously been shown to be very effective for the numerical
simulation of 1H spin diffusion in systems of more than 100 spins undergoing
magic-angle spinning (0.5 kHz < ⌫rot < 50 kHz). [192, 193] The density ma-
trix, �, for a system of N spin-1/2 nuclei in Liouville space can be expanded
as a linear combination of 22N basis operators, Bn:

� =
22

N

X

n=1

bn(t)Bn (6.8)

Each member Bn of the basis set can be described as the product of N single
spin operators, where E is the identity.

Bn = 2p�1
NY

i=1

Ii,n (6.9)

Ii,n 2 {En, Inz,
1p
2
I+n ,

1p
2
I�n } (6.10)

For each product operator, we define the spin order, p, as the number of
constituent single-spin operators that are not the identity (E). For example,
the single-spin polarization operator, I1z, has a spin-order of p = 1, while
the product operator I2zI

+
3 I

�
5 has a spin order of p = 3. In Figure 6.9 (A),

we present a visualization of a density matrix in Liouville space (N = 7)
where each dot is a single element, and the elements have been organized
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into rings according to spin order. (Note, here we have limited ourselves to
the zero-quantum subspace, which can be done in the case of spontaneous
polarization transfer with no loss of generality.[193]) A simulation of spin
diffusion should calculate the evolution of the single-spin polarizations (the
central ring); however, as the number of spins, N, increases the size of the
outer rings increases dramatically, driving the overall exponential increase in
the size of the density matrix. This can be seen for the example of N = 20
spins in Figure 6.9 (B), where we break down the total number of density
matrix elements into the different spin orders. It is clear that the size of the
density matrix is concentrated at high spin orders. The central hypothesis of
the LCL method states that in order to quantitatively simulate the dynam-
ics of the single-spin polarizations it is not necessary to exactly simulate the
full density matrix, but instead only requires the inclusion of spin orders: p
< k « N. This corresponds in Figure 1a to carrying out the density matrix
simulation for only the central k rings (shown here in green for k = 4). Us-
ing this approximation, systems with N > 100 can be simulated because, as
shown in Figure 6.9 (C), the growth in the size of the density matrix in the
reduced space (green, k = 4) is polynomial in N, in contrast to the full-space
density matrix (blue, k = N), which grows exponentially. It has been shown
previously that this approximation is valid when the system is subjected to
a time-dependent interaction such as magic-angle spinning; however, the ap-
proximation breaks down and produces non-physical results in the absence of
spinning.[191, 193, 194] The first step in our method for calculating macro-
scopic spin diffusion coefficients from atomic coordinates is to use LCL to
simulate spin diffusion within a bulk crystal. To do this, we define a box of
dimension d3 and fill it with the spins of interest at coordinates according
to the structure. The system is initialised with a unit of polarization on the
spin at the centre of the box and then the system is allowed to evolve with
time in the reduced space (k = 4) under the influence of the homonuclear
dipolar coupling Hamiltonian. MAS and powder averaging are included in
the simulation as described in Ref. [193]. The result of the LCL simula-
tion is a polarization transfer curve for each spin, such as those presented
for a system of N 1H spins corresponding to the structure of ice in Figure 6.9.

The second step is to calculate the evolution of the polarization in the
box, P(r,t), using the 3D diffusion equation for an isotropic diffusion coef-
ficient, D. The solution of the diffusion equation for a point source is well
known:

P (r, t) =
1

(4⇡Dt)3/2
exp(

|r � r0|
4Dt

) (6.11)

This solution can be adapted for diffusion in a box of dimension, d3, by
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Figure 6.10: (A) Representative LCL spin-diffusion curves (solid lines) for
a system of hexagonal ice in a box of dimension d which contains N 1H
nuclei (see plot labels). The dashed lines are the corresponding fits to the 3D
diffusion equation. The curves shown correspond to the initially polarized
1H spin located at the centre of the box (r = 0, top row), and non-initially
polarized spins located at r = 2.3 nm (middle row) and r = 4.5 nm (bottom
row) (B) Convergence of the diffusion coefficient, D, as the number of spins
in the LCL simulation, N, increases from 4 to 114. Error bars correspond
to �2/�min=1.1 (dashed line in (D).) (C) Reduction in �2 as a function of
N. (D) Convergence of the fit between the LCL curves and the 3D diffusion
equation for N = 4 (cyan), N = 11 (magenta), N = 25 (grey), N = 39 (green),
N = 51 (red), N = 81 (blue) and N = 114 (black). The MAS rate was 12.5
kHz in all cases.
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using the method of images. That is, we introduce a matrix of additional
point sources of polarization outside the box, images of the source (and of
one another) with respect to the boundaries of the box, such that the flux
of polarization at each boundary remains zero throughout the duration of
the simulation. The third step is to compare the LCL polarization transfer
curves with the 3D diffusion equation result, and to determine the value of
D that provides the minimum sum-of-squares difference, �2

min

This comparison is not straightforward because the 3D diffusion equation
is continuous and so the conserved quantity is the integral of the polarization
within the box. By contrast, the LCL simulation is discrete in the sense that
polarization can only reside at points in the box occupied by a nuclear spin
and so the conserved quantity is the sum of the polarization over all spin lo-
cations. Here we overcome this problem by evaluating the diffusion equation
at each of the discrete spin positions and then renormalizing the result such
that the total polarization remains fixed. The validity of this approach relies
on two assumptions. First, we assume that the spins are relatively evenly
distributed throughout the box so that no weighting is required during the
renormalization step. Second, we assume that the average diffusion length
l =

p
6Dt is, at each step of the simulation, larger than the average distance

between spins, ravg. This latter point means that this renormalization step
will only be valid for evolution times t > t0, where t0 = r2avg/6D. In all of
the results presented herein a value of t0 = 60 µs is used. This corresponds
to a 3D diffusion length of 0.2 nm for a typical diffusion coefficient of 0.15
nm2.ms�1.

For our first example, we use the crystal structure for hexagonal ice and
run a series of LCL simulations for box sizes ranging from d = 0.35 nm
(cyan, N = 4) to d = 1.2 nm (black, N = 125) as shown in Figure 6.10 (A).
Each simulation includes MAS with ⌫r = 12.5 kHz and powder averaging.
A series of representative LCL polarization transfer curves (solid lines) and
corresponding diffusion equation fits (dashed lines) are presented in Fig 6.10.
In this example, we find that both the �2 (Fig. 6.10 (C)) and the width
of the minimum (Fig. 6.10 (D)) decrease as N increases, indicating an im-
proved agreement between LCL and the diffusion model as more spins are
included in the simulation. The value of D (Fig. 6.10 (B)) increases with N
until a plateau value of approximately 0.15 nm2.ms�1 is reached for N > 25.
The converged value of the diffusion coefficient for ice (⌫r = 12.5 kHz) and
is in good agreement with the experimentally determined values for 1H spin
diffusion coefficients of polymers in the literature. Claus et al. found values
of D = 0.8 ± 0.2 nm2.ms�1 for polymers at 4.5 kHz MAS over distances
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Figure 6.11: Convergence of the fit between the LCL curves and the 3D
diffusion equation for a system of 84 1H spins of L-histidine.H2O.HCl (CSD
entry histcm12) in a box with d = 1.2 nm for: ⌫r=5 kHz (blue), ⌫r= 8 kHz,
⌫r = 12.5 kHz(red), ⌫r= 15 kHz(cyan), and ⌫r = 20 kHz (magenta). (b)
Dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the on the MAS rate. The solid
line is a fit of the diffusion coefficients to Dr = a⌫�2

r + b.

of d = 1-100 nm.[195] Chen and Schmidt-Rohr have found that this value
is smaller (D = 0.2 -0.5 nm2.ms�1) if measured over smaller distances (d =
0.5 - 1.0 nm).[146] A s a second example, we explore the effect of the MAS
rate on the calculated spin diffusion coefficient using the crystal structure of
L-histidine with d = 1.2 nm ( N = 85). The results of a series of fits of 1H
LCL simulations to the 3D diffusion equation for spinning rates ranging from
⌫r = 5 kHz (blue) to ⌫r =20 kHz (magenta) are summarized in Fig. 6.11. If
we compare the results for L-histidine to those for ice, we observe a decrease
in D at 12.5 kHz MAS from D = 0.15 nm2.ms�1 for ice to D = 0.11 nm2.ms�1

for L-histidine. This result is consistent with the decrease in the density of
1H spins in L-histidine when compared to ice. Second, we observe a decrease
in the diffusion coefficient as the MAS rate increases. This decrease is due
to the increased averaging of the dipolar coupling by the magic-angle spin-
ning. As predicted by Average Hamiltonian theory the downward trend in
spin-diffusion coefficient is here found to be proportional to ⌫�2

r (black line
in Figure 6.11).

In conclusion, we have introduced a method for quantitatively cal-
culating spin diffusion coefficients directly from crystal structures and in-
cluding both MAS and powder averaging effects. This approach uses the
first-principles LCL method to simulate spin diffusion in a box, starting from
a atomic geometry and including both MAS and powder averaging effects.
These simulations were fit to the 3D diffusion equation to extract quantitative
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1H spin diffusion coefficients for ice and L-histidine, which are consistent with
literature values for 1H spin diffusion in polymers and follow the expected
trends with respect to MAS rate and the density of 1H spins.
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Conclusion

We have now come to the end of this work.1I hope the reader enjoyed the
reading of the thesis, aimed at summarizing three years of developments and
applications of DNP on materials carried out in the CRMN Lyon. I also
hope they are now convinced of the potential of DNP for the study of sur-
faces. When I started this PhD the field was still a nascent area. Over these
three years, we have witnessed a tremendous development with now several
groups working on the application of DNP SENS (or similar techniques) to
various complex materials including polymers, zeolites, cements, or alumina.

The nature of the polarizing agent dictates the enhancements accessible;
and therefore the types of NMR experiments that can be done with rea-
sonable sensitivity, together with the range of materials amenable to DNP
SENS. The design of polarizing agents for CE DNP is therefore an impor-
tant matter, and was illustrated here through a series of derivatives of the
bTbK biradical. In particular, the importance of electron relaxation times
has been highlighted. Both long T1 and Tm have been shown to be beneficial
to DNP, by increasing the saturation factor. Better saturation of the electron
resonances could be linked with the DNP enhancement. In particular, the
TEKPOL derivatives of bTbK were shown to yield unprecedented enhance-
ment of over 200 at 9.4 T and 100 K. Efficient polarization with these radicals
has also been reported at high temperature and at high spinning rate. Lots
remain to be done in radical design, and in particular moving from nitroxide
biradicals to narrow line radicals is expected to improve the CE, especially
at higher fields.

Of course, in our case, the radical has to also yield high sensitivity en-
1
Part of this work has been taken from published work I am an author on, in particular

ref: [2, 110, 119, 101, 98, 138, 123, 185]
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hancement when in the material. DNP SENS implies modifications of the
sample with the introduction of both a solvent and radicals. Detrimental
effects of the radicals on the NMR signal means that the optimal radical
concentration for sensitivity is not necessarily the one yielding the highest
enhancements. The type of surface and of radicals also affects their inter-
actions. Bulky radicals have been shown to have different interaction with
mesoporous silica, being partially excluded from the pores. These interaction
could potentially be used to keep the radical away from the active center,
thus enhancing the sensitivity, while still retaining high enhancements.

The high signal and sensitivity enhancement provided by the radicals
introduced previously allowed us to apply DNP SENS to many functional
materials, including MOFs, functionnalized mesoporous silica, and in par-
ticular to a surface Pd catalyst. Conformation determination of a Pt NHC
complex grafted on a mesoporous silica is currently underway.

Finally, we turned our attention to polarization conductors, i.e materials
with protons in their cores. The surface of impregnated organic micro crys-
tals can be polarized using DNP, and polarization is propagated throughout
the crystal by 1H-1H spin diffusion. A numerical model has been developed
to explain the results obtained on glucose and sulfathiazole. Application to
pharmaceutical compounds were given and we showed how to probe domain
sizes of API and API/excipient interactions for instance. Finally, a last part
focused on the prediction of spin diffusion constants from ab initio simula-
tions. The model developed in the first part is currently being modified to
be able to extract precise domain sizes from build-up curves.

Lots remain to be done in the field of DNP, both in the design of polar-
izing agents and in the development of methods for the study of materials.
Developing narrow line biradicals that would retain high enhancements at
higher magnetic fields is, for instance, one of the main challenges of DNP
enhanced solid-state NMR, that will open the way to the investigation of
increasingly complex modern materials, including materials with very low
surface area. The hardware instrumentation for DNP is also rapidly devel-
oping, with lower temperature probes being developed for instance. More
efficient MW sources, faster MAS probes for DNP are also under develop-
ment, or pulsed EPR sources for pulsed DNP applications.
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Appendix I: Debye Temperature and phonon-
induced relaxation
In order to understand a bit more what the Debye temperature represents,
and where the Raman relaxation comes from, we will derive here the theo-
retical expression of relaxation induced by coupling of the nuclear spins with
the thermal vibration of the lattice. This derivation is strongly inspired by
that of Abragam[118] but I hope it will help the reader understand a bit more
about this processes. In this Appendix, we will see how phonons can induce
relaxation in a system by modulating the interspin distance, and therefore
spin-spin interactions. In order to do so, we first need a little theoretical
background about phonons and their behavior in a system.

Debye’s Model: Lattice vibrations and phonons.
Let’s consider a cubic lattice with one nucleus per unit cell containing N

atoms, spaced by a distance a and therefore of length L=Na. The position
of an atom i in the lattice can be described as:

�!ri =
�!
R i +

�!ui (7.1)

with
�!
R i the equilibrium position of the atom and �!u the departure from

equilibrium of each atom (and therefore ux, uy and uz « R). To describe the
motion of the system, one would need 3N equations of motion corresponding
to the 3 degrees of freedom of each of the N atoms. With N ⇠ 1026, the
resolution of the coupled equations becomes impossible. To circumvent this
difficulty, Peter Debye used in 1912 the notion of phonons to describe the
atomic motions in a crystal. Phonons are a collective excitation of atoms
in a condensed arrangement of atoms, i.e an elementary vibrational motion
in which a lattice of atoms uniformly oscillates at a single frequency. Any
displacement of a single atom �!up can be seen as a superposition of these
elementary vibrations (inverse discrete Fourier transform) and therefore:

�!u =
X

k

3X

p=1

q(
�!
k )exp(i�!r .

�!
k )�!e (

�!
k , p) (7.2)

where
�!
k represents the N wave vectors of the system, and the index p rep-

resents the three direction of the wave polarization, describe by the �!e (
�!
k , p)

vectors. q(
�!
k , p) are the normal coordinates of the normal modes.
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Since the edges of the cubic lattice cannot vibrates, the wavelength of
the phonons are quantified and:

k =
n⇡

L
(7.3)

With n a positive integer.
Debye makes the approximation that frequency is inversely proportional to
the wavelength, i.e that the propagation of the wave is independent of the
direction of propagation and of the polarization

!(
�!
k , p) = cs||

�!
k || (7.4)

with cs the velocity of sound in the medium. Note that this approximation
is only valid for low frequency phonons (acoustic vibrations) and not high-
frequency phonons (optical vibrations) but is sufficient in our case.

Furthermore, the volume of an individual mode in the reciprocal space is
given by:

Vk =
⇡3

(L)3
(7.5)

Thus the number of modes g(k)dk comprised between k and k + dk is given
by:

g(k)dk =
3V k2

2⇡2
dk (7.6)

i.e, in term of pulsation,

g(!)d! =
3V !2

2⇡2c3s
d! (7.7)

Since the medium is not infinite, only a certain number of modes can exist
in the solid. For a solid with N atoms having 3 degrees of freedom, the total
number of phonons is 3N. There is therefore a maximum pulsation at which
atoms can oscillate, called the Debye pulsation !D, and given by:

3N =

Z !
D

0

g(!)d! (7.8)

3N =
V !3

D

2⇡2c3s
(7.9)

therefore
!D = cs(

6⇡2N

V
)1/3 (7.10)
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We now introduce the Debye temperature ✓D given by:

~!D = kB✓D (7.11)

with kB the Boltzmann constant. Using ⇢ = N/V the density of atoms in
the lattice we get:

✓D =
~cs
kB

(6⇡2⇢)1/3 (7.12)

For a given solid, low, high and medium temperature are as compared to the
debye temperature. The higher the debye temperature, the more rigid the
system is. For instance diamond has a Debye temperature of 2220 K whereas
it is 96 K for lead. One can now easily calculate thermodynamic constants
of the crystal, such as the energy of the thermal capacity, which is not our
concern here.

A more accurate description of phonons is obtained using quantum me-
chanic. In this approach, the oscillations of the atoms can be described using
the phonon creation (q†k,s) and annihilation (qk,s) operators respectively:

�!u =
X

k

3X

p=1

�!e (
�!
k , p)[q(

�!
k )exp(i�!r .

�!
k ) + q(

�!
k )†exp(�i�!r .

�!
k )] (7.13)

The only non null matrix elements of q and q† are the ones coupling adjacent
phonons (quantified by the integer n and described by the ket |n>):

< n|q|n+ 1 >=< n+ 1|q†|n >= (
~

2M
)1/2!1/2e�i!t(n+ 1)1/2 (7.14)

with M the mass of the crystal. Finally since phonons are bosons, the density
of phonon is given by a Bose-Einstein distribution and the number n(!) of
phonons of frequency ! is:

n(!) =
1

exp(~!/kBT )� 1
(7.15)

Now that the basic theoretical background for the vibration of the lat-
tice has been laid, we can see how the phonon-spin interaction can lead to
longitudinal relaxation.

Spin-Lattice coupling, Direct and Raman pro-
cesses
The Hamiltonian describing the n spin systems in the phonon bath is:

Htot = H0 +Hph +Hint (7.16)
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where H0 is the sum of the n single spin Hamiltonian in the absence of inter-
action, Hph is the Hamiltonian that describes the phonons in the medium.
In the approximation of an harmonic crystal field we get:

Hph =
X

k

3X

p=1

~!k,s(q
†
k,sqk,s + 1/2)] (7.17)

In our approach, the coupling between the lattice and the spins will be
expressed as:

Hint = F · A (7.18)
where F and A are the lattice and spin operators respectively. F is an operator
that is function of the relative positions of of neighboring atoms:

�!
Rij =

�!ri ��!rj (7.19)
�!
Rij =

�!
Ri �

�!
Rj +

�!ui ��!uj (7.20)
Long-wavelength acoustic phonons time modulate the interspin distance and
induce spin transitions. Only phonons whose wave vector is parallel to the
interspin vector

�!
Rij will be considered here, since phonons transversely po-

larized will have a small impact on the interspin distance. Furthermore, since
the displacements are small, we can replace the �!ui ��!uj term by its first order
expansion along the interspin axis (with x|| the coordinate parallel to

�!
Rij) :

�!ui ��!uj = Rij
@u

@x||
(7.21)

Since the displacements are small, we can therefore expend F as a function
of the strain tensor defined by ":

"ij =
1

2
(
@ui

@xj
+

@uj

@xi
) (7.22)

F = F0 + F1"+ F2"
2 + F3"

3 + ... (7.23)
With the approximations made that the transverse phonons do not partici-
pate to the relaxation, we get:

F = F0 + F1
@u

@x||
+ F2(

@u

@x||
)2 + F3(

@u

@x||
)3 + ... (7.24)

In our approach, @u
@x||

corresponds to a sum of phonon creation and annihila-
tion operators given by:

@u

@x||
= icos2(�ij)k[q(

�!
k )exp(i�!r .

�!
k ) + q(

�!
k )†exp(�i�!r .

�!
k )] (7.25)
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the @u
@x||

term will therefore correspond to a one phonon process; ( @u
@x||

)2 to
a two phonon process and so on... In the following, the intensity of the
transitions is calculated according given by Fermi’s golden rule:

P =
2⇡

~ | <  f |Hc| i > |2⇢(E) (7.26)

where | i > and | f > are the initial and final wave function describing the
system, Hc is the coupling Hamiltonian and ⇢(E) is the density of states,
summed over the states accessible to the system.

One Phonon Process: the Direct Process

With this process, the energy of the phonon emitted or absorbed corresponds
to the energy difference between two spin states m and m0, hence the name.
Therefore we have:

<  f |Hc| i >=< m,n|F1
@u

@x||
A|m0, n+ 1 > (7.27)

<  f |Hc| i >= F1 < m|A|m0 >< n| @u
@x||

|n+ 1 > (7.28)

averaged over the whole phonon spectrum, and using the results above we
get:

| < n| @u
@x||

|n+ 1 > |2 = (n(! + 1)~3!
2Mc2

(7.29)

Meaning that Pd the probability for a spin-flip induced by absorption or
emission of a photon is :

Pd = 9N⇡F 2
1

!3
0~

Mc2!3
D

(n(!0) + 1)| < m|A|m0 > |2 (7.30)

If we now use the number of phonon at !0 given by the Bose-Einstein distri-
bution, in the approximation that ~!0 << kT we get:

Pd =
1

T1d
=

9⇡F 2
1!

2
0~4

Mc2k3✓4D
| < m|A|m0 > |2T (7.31)

yielding a rate proportional to the temperature.
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Two Phonons Process: the Raman Process
In this case we consider a process with absorption of one phonon and emission
of another, whose frequencies ! and !0 differ by the Larmor frequency !0:

! � !0 = !0 (7.32)

Here we neglect the two phonon emission and two phonon absorption which
only concern a very small portion of the phonon spectrum.
The matrix element for the transition where there are n phonons like the one
emitted and n’ like the one absorbed is:

< n|( @u
@x||

)2|n0 >= F2
~

2Mc2

p
n0(n+ 1)!!0 (7.33)

We can now apply Fermi’s golden rule to find and integrate over the phonon
spectrum to find the probability Pr of spin transition induced by a two-
phonon process. We make the assumption that since !0 << !,!0, we can
take ! = !0:

Pr =
81⇡

2
(
F2~
Mc

)2| < m|A|m0 > |2
Z ⌦

D

0

e~!/kT

(e~!/kT � 1)2
!6

!6
D

d! (7.34)

Pr =
81⇡

2
(
F2~
Mc

)2| < m|A|m0 > |2 !
7

!7
D

Z ✓
D

/T

0

x6ex

(ex � 1)2
dx (7.35)
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